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Abstract

The Transition Radiation Tracker is the outer drift chamber of the ATLAS inner detector,
employing thin and independent drift tubes. The energy loss of particles in the drift tubes is
measured, using the Time-over-Threshold as an estimator for the width of the induced signals.

Combined Test Beam data is analysed and complemented by both official and customised
Monte Carlo simulations. Systematic studies are carried out with respect to the geometry
dependence of the Time-over-Threshold and the methods used to obtain the latter from the
raw data. The currently used method is shown to systematically overestimate the Time-over-
Threshold and to be significantly affected by noise.

A procedure of correcting the Time-over-Threshold for the distance of the particle track to
the sense wire is developed. The corrected variable is shown to be independent of the distance of
closest approach to the wire within ±6 % variation at most momenta. A track-based estimator
for the energy loss in the drift tubes is established and the achievable electron-pion separation
power is measured using Combined Test Beam data. A separation of more than one σ at
particle momenta between 1 and 180GeV is obtained.





Zusammenfassung

Der ATLAS-Detektor ist eines der vier Experimente am Large-Hadron-Collider (LHC),
einem Proton-Proton Beschleunigerring mit 14TeV Schwerpunktsenergie, der gegenwär-
tig am Europäischen Kernforschungszentrum in Genf (CERN) aufgebaut wird.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden Studien zu Energieverlustmessungen mit dem
Übergangsstrahlungsdetektor des ATLAS-Detektors durchgeführt, einer aus einer gro-
ßen Anzahl aus dünnen, unabhängigen Driftröhren bestehenden Driftkammer. Hierzu
werden Teststrahldaten des ATLAS Combined Test Beam, sowie offizielle und angepass-
te Monte Carlo Simulationen verwendet.

Der Zusammenhang zwischen dem Energieverlust von Teilchen in den Driftröhren
und der Zeit, in der sich das induzierte Signal über einer gewissen Schwelle befindet, der
Time-over-Threshold, wird im Hinblick auf seine Abhängigkeit von der Geometrie der
Driftröhren mit Simulationen untersucht. Es kann gezeigt werden, dass die angenom-
mene Proportionalität des rekonstruierten mittleren Energieverlustes eines Teilchen zu
der von ihm in der Driftröhre zurückgelegten Strecke durch die geometrischen Gegeben-
heiten, sowie die statistische Natur des Ionisationsprozesses und die Konfiguration der
Ausleseelektronik signifikant modifiziert wird.

Eine Analyse der Abhängigkeit der Time-over-Threshold von der Methode ihrer Re-
konstruktion aus den Rohdaten demonstriert, dass die gegenwärtig verwendete Metho-
de die Time-over-Threshold überschätzt und Anfälligkeiten gegenüber elektronischem
Rauschen aufweist.

Mit Hilfe von Teststrahldaten wird eine Methode zur Korrektur der Geometrieab-
hängigkeit der Time-over-Threshold entwickelt. Die Verteilungen der Time-over-Thresh-
old in Abhängigkeit von dem Abstand der geringsten Annährung der Teilchenspur zum
Signaldraht werden mit Hilfe einer simultanen χ2 Anpassung bei verschiedenen Teil-
chenimpulsen parametrisiert. Die dadurch erhaltene korrigierte Größe ist innerhalb von
Variationen von ±6 % unabhängig von dem Abstand der Spur zum Signaldraht und
gestattet die Einführung einer spurbasierten Variable zur Messung des Energieverlustes
in der Driftröhre.

Die Elektron-Pion-Separationskraft wird für die entwickelte Methode und Test-
strahldaten gemessen und beträgt mehr als eine Standardabweichung für Impulse zwi-
schen 1 und 180GeV. Der Vergleich mit der theoretischen Erwartung zeigt eine deutlich
höhere Trennung durch die Methode als erwartet. Der Grund dafür liegt mit großer
Wahrscheinlichkeit in einer im Mittel erhöhten Time-over-Threshold durch Übergangs-
strahlung, die nicht von dem Ionisationsverlust getrennt werden kann.





«Ainsi me parlait mon père : "Force-les de bâtir ensemble
une tour et tu les changeras en frères. Mais si tu veux qu’ils
se haïssent, jette-leur du grain". »

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, Citadelle, Chapitre IX.
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Introduction

The ATLAS detector is currently under construction in Geneva at the European Or-
ganisation of Nuclear Research (CERN) and is a dedicated detector for the analysis of
the proton-proton collisions provided by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at 14TeV
centre-of-mass energy. Its major task is to find the Higgs Boson as the last missing
building block to the Standard Model. Even more it is hoped for that ATLAS and the
other LHC experiments will pave the way for the discovery of new physics beyond the
Standard Model at these high energy scales.

Several models predict the existence of stable or semi-stable heavy charged leptons
which possibly could be produced in the LHC collisions. The lower mass limit for such
particles currently is at about 100GeV [37]. These particles are expected to be able
to traverse the entire detector and could therefore mistakenly be identified as muons.
An additional signature of such heavy and therefore rather slow particles is the large
energy loss by ionisation which could help to separate them from other particles.

The Transition Radiation Tracker of ATLAS (TRT) is a drift chamber employing a
large number of thin and independent drift tubes and is situated in the outer part of
the inner detector of ATLAS. This thesis will present a first approach to energy loss
measurements with the TRT. Since the signal height of the drift tubes is not read out by
the front-end electronics, studies are carried out to find a relation between the energy
loss in a drift tube and the measured signal width, represented by the time during
which the signal remains above a certain threshold, the Time-over-Threshold. For this
purpose customised and official Monte Carlo simulations are used, in order to study
basic dependencies of the Time-over-Threshold with respect to the straw geometry and
the procedures used to reconstruct the Time-over-Threshold from the raw data.

Real data of the ATLAS Combined Test Beam setup is analysed and compared with
results of the simulations. A method of correcting the Time-over-Threshold for the dis-
tance of closest approach of particle tracks to the sense wire is developed and employed
to establish a track-based variable which can be used for energy loss measurements. Fi-
nally, the electron-pion separation power of the established variable is measured, using
Combined Test Beam data.

Chapters 1 and 2 will give an introduction into the ATLAS detector, special em-
phasis will put on the design of the Transition Radiation Tracker. A brief overview
of the ATLAS Combined Test Beam setup will be given in chapter 3, while chapter 4
is dedicated to some important aspects of the theory of ionisation loss and transition
radiation. Chapter 5 will discuss some basic properties and relations of the Time-over-
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Threshold and the energy loss which are taken up again in chapter 6 for the analysis
of the geometry dependence of the Time-over-Threshold and systematic effects, using
Monte Carlo simulations. Chapter 7 presents the procedure of the data selection and
particle identification in Combined Test Beam data. Chapter 8 is dedicated to the
analysis of the Combined Test Beam data, implying a comparison of real data and sim-
ulation, the analysis of systematic effects in the Time-over-Threshold distributions and
the development of a procedure of measuring the energy loss with the TRT. Finally,
the thesis is summarised in chapter 9.
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Chapter 1

The ATLAS Experiment

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a proton-proton collider operated at the Euro-
pean Organisation of Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva and capable of collisions at
14TeV centre-of-mass energy and a design luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1. Currently the
four experiments situated in underground areas at specific interaction points along the
former LEP-tunnel are in their final stage of construction and commissioning and will
presumably take the first collision data around July 2008. a

Being one of the two multi-purpose detectors at the LHC, the design of the ATLAS
experiment (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) has been driven by the attempt to cover a
broad mass range for the detection of the Higgs boson and to be as sensitive as possible
to new physics and Standard Model signatures at the same time. Figure 1.1 on the
following page shows the ATLAS detector and its sub-components.

The overall size of the detector is defined by the muon system in the outermost
region and a system of super conducting air-core toroid magnets which are distributed
in a cylindrical symmetry around the beam axis. Energy measurement is achieved by
an almost hermetic calorimeter combination, consisting of a hadronic and an electro-
magnetic component, as usual. The hadronic calorimeter uses an iron-scintillator-tile
technology in the barrel part of the detector and a liquid argon (LAr) sampling calorime-
ter in the end-cap and forward regions. The LAr technology is also used for the entire
electromagnetic calorimeter which forms the consecutive layer and contains the inner
tracking system as well as the central solenoid magnet. The inner detector consists of
a straw tube gaseous detector in the outer part, followed by a silicon microstrip de-
tector and finally a silicon pixel detector for precise track and vertex reconstruction in
the innermost region. An elaborate three-level trigger system, which is based on fast
signals from special trigger devices of the muon spectrometer and the electromagnetic
calorimeter, provides the suppression of the high rate of QCD background processes
present at the LHC.

The coordinate system for ATLAS is defined in a way that the positive x-axis points
from the interaction point to the centre of the LHC ring while the positive y-axis points
to the sky. Thus, the z-axis is defined by the beam direction. φ is the usual azimuthal

aThis is the status at the time this document is written.
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Chapter 1. The ATLAS Experiment

Figure 1.1: The ATLAS detector in a schematic drawing [5].

angle around the z-axis and the polar angle θ is measured from the beam axis. The
pseudorapidity is defined by

η = − ln (tan [θ/2]) . (1.1)

This chapter will give a rather short overview of the detector components of ATLAS.
A more detailed description can be found in [5] and the technical design reports of the
sub-detectors and magnets [2–4, 6, 8–10, 12–14]. The Transition Radiation Tracker
(TRT) will be dealt with in greater detail in chapter 2 .

1.1 Magnet Systems

The ATLAS magnet systems consist of two basic components, both relying on super-
conducting technology. The magnetic field for the inner detector (ID) is generated by
the central solenoid magnet (CS) [3] while in the outer part three large toroid magnets
ensure precise momentum measurement by the muon spectrometer.

The CS has a length of about 5.3m and an inner diameter of about 2.4m, containing
all the inner detector sub-systems. As the solenoid is placed directly in front of the LAr
calorimeter, the amount of material had to be minimised with adequate care to not
degrade the calorimeter performance. For this reason the barrel LAr calorimeter and
the CS share the same vacuum vessel, allowing for momentum measurements at energy
scales as high as possible for a given solenoidal size. The magnetic field of the CS has
a peak value of 2.6T at the superconductor and reduces to 2T in the central part.

4



1.2 Muon Spectrometer

The coil was constructed to be as thin as possible without giving room to mechanical
instabilities or to any drawbacks on the operation of the magnet system.

The toroidal magnet system is composed of a large barrel part and two smaller end-
cap systems. Each part consists of eight coils distributed in an eight-folded symmetry
around the beam pipe. The barrel toroid (BT) [2] has a length of 25.3m and an outer
diameter of 20m, weighing 830 tons. The end-cap toroids (ECT) [6] have a length of
5m and an outer diameter of 10.7m each. They are rotated by about 22.5◦ around
the beam axis with respect to the barrel toroid (BT) and are inserted into the BT to
line up with the CS, in order to optimise the field in the transition regions and yield
full radial coverage. The three air-core magnet systems have a peak field of about
3.1T in the BT and 4T in the ECT part respectively. As the magnetic field varies
significantly over the entire volume of the detector, is is obvious that exact field maps
and sophisticated tracking algorithms are mandatory for precise track reconstruction
and momentum measurement.

Considering the fact that the total energy stored in the ATLAS magnet system
will be an impressing 1.5GJ when operational, great effort has been made to develop
reliable protection systems, depositing the energy quickly and safely in resistors outside
the detector in case of a magnet quench, see e. g. [12].

1.2 Muon Spectrometer

The muon spectrometer [13] is the largest sub-detector of ATLAS, covering an immense
surface and providing high precision track reconstruction along with fast trigger in-
formation. High-energy final-state muons belong to the most promising signatures for
physics at the LHC. Thus, the muon spectrometer is designed to exploit this to the
full capacity. A total of four different detector technologies are used, satisfying specific
needs according to their tasks. A schematic overview of the spectrometer is given in fig-
ure 1.2a on the next page, also indicating the different technologies used in the different
regions of the detector.

Over most of the pseudorapidity range the coordinate measurement of the tracks
deflected by the magnetic field of the toroid magnets is performed by Monitored Drift
Tubes (MDTs), consisting of aluminium drift tubes of 3 cm in diameter and between
0.7 and 6m in length. The MDTs provide an excellent single wire resolution of ∼80µm
combined with robust operation and precise manufacture tolerances of about ∼30µm.

Cathode Strip Chambers (CSCs) are used for the areas closest to the beamline and
at large |η|, due to their higher granularity. They are capable of dealing with the high
particle fluxes and demanding background conditions and provide a spatial resolution
of ∼60µm.

As the muon spectrometer is also one of the most important components serving
the level-1 trigger, very fast detector components are needed which have a time resolu-
tion much better than the 25 ns bunch crossing gap. For this purpose Resistive Plate
Chambers (RPCs) have been chosen in the barrel part and Thin Gap Chambers (TGCs)
perform this task in the end-caps. Apart from delivering the trigger signal, the RPCs
and TGCs also complement the MDTs by measuring the second coordinate. For more
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Figure 1.2: Overview of the ATLAS muon spectrometer [1, 13].

information on the used detector technologies see [13].
The trajectory of a particle coming from the interaction point will cross three stations

of chambers, each of them providing several measuring points. The barrel part consist
of three concentric layers at radii of 5, 7.5 and 7m and covers the pseudorapidity range
|η|<1. In order to measure the track sagitta for momentum determination, the stations
are placed at the inner and outer field boundaries around the toroid coils, as well as
inside the field volume. Each of the three stations consists of several sensitive layers,
2×4 in the innermost station and 2×3 in the two outer ones. The end-caps each consist
of four disks at 7, 10, 14 and 21–23m distance from the interaction point, covering the
range 1< |η|<2.7. The chambers in the end-caps as well as in the barrel are arranged
in a 16-folded symmetry around the beam axis. The trapezoidal shaped MDTs in the
end-caps measure the radial coordinate while in the barrel the z coordinate is measured
by rectangular chambers.

The considerable dimensions of the muon spectrometer make it impossible to sta-
bilise the position of the chambers inside a so-called projective tower at the required
high-precision level of ∼30µm. Mechanical deformations and positions are therefore
constantly monitored by optical alignment systems which provide the necessary data
for offline analysis – thus the name Monitored Drift Tubes.

1.3 Hadronic Calorimeter

The ATLAS hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) [4, 5, 10, 14] is capable of measuring the en-
ergy of hadronic particles in the region |η|<4.9. According to the different requirements
– especially concerning the radiation hardness – two technologies are used. Figure 1.3a
on the facing page shows the calorimeter geometry.
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Figure 1.3: (a) The ATLAS electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. (b) Illustration
of the η-φ-segmentation and the accordion geometry of the LAr calorimeter.

The range |η|<1.9 corresponds to the barrel part, including the so-called extended
barrel parts of the calorimeter which consist of 64 wedges oriented concentrically around
the beam axis. Each wedge covers 5.6◦ and is equipped with 3mm thick iron-scintil-
lating-tiles [14]. The hadronic particles provoke showers in iron absorber plates and
the light emitted by the plastic scintillators behind the absorber is read out by wave-
length shifter fibres on both sides of the tile and then fed into two separate photomul-
tipliers. The tile calorimeter is arranged in three radial layers with a granularity of
∆η×∆φ = 0.1×0.1 in the two inner and ∆η×∆φ = 0.1×0.2 in the outermost part.

In the hadronic end caps (HEC) LAr technology takes over [10], covering the area
1.5< |η|<3.2 while close to the beam pipe at 3.1< |η|<4.9 a forward calorimeter with
high density is used (FCAL). FCAL, HEC as well as the electromagnetic end-cap share
the same cryostat.

The HECs are composed of two individual wheels which are equipped with copper
plates of different thickness and are alternated with gaps of 8.5mm, containing three
electrodes with drift spaces of about 1.8mm and liquid argon as the detecting material.
The front of the three sections of the FCAL is situated at a distance of about 4.3m from
the interaction point and in-plane with the back sides of the ECT housings. As a result
the FCAL has to cope with special demands on the radiation hardness. Nevertheless,
this design has the clear advantage of a homogeneous calorimeter coverage over the
full η-range and contributes to assuring a low rate of punch-through particles, thus,
restricting the background for the muon system to a minimum. The innermost of the
three sections in the FCAL is made of copper and is used for electromagnetic calorimetry
while the two upstream ones employ tungsten absorbers for hadronic calorimetry. Each
module consists of a metal matrix of rods and tubes. The gaps in between are filled
with LAr as the detecting medium.
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The HCAL has an overall thickness of about 11 interaction lengths (λ) in its thinnest
part at η=0. This implies about 1.5λ which are contributed by the support structures.
Hence, there are about 10λ of active calorimeter volume available for energy measure-
ment – this is sufficient to achieve the requested good jet energy resolution. The large
coverage in η also guarantees excellent measurement of missing transverse energy, /ET ,
which might be essential for some signatures of supersymmetric particles.

1.4 Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) [4, 5, 10] is able to identify electrons and
photons and reconstruct their energies over a wide energy range, at the same time
maintaining excellent acceptance. To meet the issue of radiation tolerance, LAr tech-
nology is used for both the barrel and the end-cap parts, as the detecting medium can be
constantly renewed while operational. The design of the ECAL is shown in figure 1.3a
on the previous page.

The complete barrel has a length of 6.8m and an outer radius of about 2.2m,
corresponding to the dimensions of the cryostat. It consists of two identical half-barrels
with an inner radius of 1.15m which are separated by a small gap in the middle for
cabling and service structures. Accordion-shaped lead absorbers and Kapton electrodes
form a structure that is completely symmetric in φ. The three samplings each feature
different ∆η×∆φ segmentation, getting coarser with larger distance to the interaction
point, as illustrated in figure 1.3b on the preceding page . A presampler is added in front
of the first calorimeter sampling, in order to correct for energy losses of the incident
particles in the surrounding material.

The end-caps consist of an inner (|η| < 2.5) and an outer wheel (|η| < 3.5). The
amplitude of the accordion structure increases with the radius while the thickness of
the absorbers remains constant. This leads to an also growing gap distance of the
electrodes with the radius. The FCAL part of the ECAL is the first section of the three
segments and contains copper absorbers in a metal matrix of LAr-filled rods and tubes
(see also section 1.3).

The thickness of the ECAL is about 25 radiation lengths (X0) in the barrel and
more than 26X0 in the end-caps. In the area between end-cap and barrel the amount
of material in front of the calorimeter partly increases to 7X0 and therefore is not used
for precision measurements involving photons. The expected energy resolution of the
electromagnetic calorimeter is

σE
E
≈ 10 %√

E/GeV
⊕ 0.2 % ,

where the first term is the sampling term and the second one is due to imperfections of
the detector and the calibration.
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Figure 1.4: The ATLAS inner detector [33].

1.5 Inner Detector

The complete inner detector [8, 9] is operated in a 2T magnetic field generated by the
CS and is capable of tracking particles from the interaction point to the ECAL in a
range of |η|<2.5. A three-dimensional cut-away view of the detector layout is given in
figure 1.4.

The inner detector is situated in a cylinder of 7m length and 1.15m in diameter. Like
the other detectors of ATLAS it is divided into a barrel part end two end-caps. Given
the high track density in the LHC environment, fine granularity and radiation resistant
components are needed. Precision semiconductor tracking elements are used for the
inner part, consisting of a silicon pixel detector in the innermost part and followed by a
silicon microstrip detector (SCT). At radii larger than 56 cm the Transition Radiation
Tracker (TRT) takes over, providing continuous tracking up to the maximum radius of
the ID. The TRT will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 2 .

In the barrel part the silicon detector layers are arranged in concentric cylinders
around the beam axis, covering a range of |η| < 1, while the end-caps are made of
several individual disks with the detecting elements oriented perpendicular to the beam
axis.

In the barrel part the pixel detector elements are mounted on three support struc-
tures at about 4, 11 and 14 cm from the interaction point. Single modules overlap
slightly, in order to give hermetic coverage. As they are designated to provide precision
measurement points, excellent pattern recognition and vertexing, they are situated as
close to the interaction point as possible. Very high granularity, combined with radia-
tion hardness, is essential for this task. In ten years of operation the modules have to
withstand a radiation of more than 300 kGy and 5·1014 neutrons per cm2, resulting in
detector lifetimes of a few years only. The pixel end-caps each consist of 4 disks in dis-
tances between 11 an 20 cm from the interaction point. The design of the pixel detector
is highly modular with ∼1500 identical barrel and ∼1000 end-cap modules. Altogether
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the detector has 140 million detecting elements with a size of 300 µm in z-direction and
50µm in R-φ direction. At least three precision pixel space points are supplied for each
track over the full geometrical acceptance.

In the intermediate range the SCT delivers 4 additional precision measurements per
track. The central part has 4 barrel layers between radii of 30 and 50m. Each layer
is made of silicon strip modules, consisting of 2 single-sided silicon detectors. Two of
them are daisy-chained together for both the back and front side of the module and
then glued back-to-back under a stereo angle of 40mrad, in order to be able to measure
the z-coordinate. The end-caps of the strip detector are formed by 9 disks on each side.

The SCT has an active surface of about 61m2. This is more than 50 times more
than previous silicon detectors. At the same time, the radiation it has to face is by
a factor of 10–20 higher. Each SCT module has 768 readout strips at 80µm pitches,
resulting in 6.2 million readout channels.

At radii larger than 56 cm the TRT performs a continuous tracking with about 36
measurements per track, employing a large number of individual straw drift tubes. In
the barrel part the detecting elements are oriented parallel to the beam, whereas in the
end-caps they are oriented radially. In addition, the TRT enhances the electron identi-
fication by radiator layers inserted in between the straw layers. Particles crossing the
radiators with a relativistic γ& 1000 (thus mostly electrons) emit transition radiation
which is absorbed in the detection gas and provides an additional signature.

1.6 Trigger and Data Acquisition

The LHC has a bunch crossing rate of 40MHz, resulting in an interaction rate of ∼1GHz
at full luminosity. However, the rate for the selected events finally stored on tape is not
allowed to exceed ∼100Hz. This means a rejection factor of 107 against minimum bias
events or background, whereas the efficiency of retaining the rare processes which are
searched for, such as decays of the Higgs boson, must be as high as possible. Hence, the
reliable operation of the trigger system is crucial for the success of ATLAS. Figure 1.5
is a schematic illustration of the ATLAS trigger system.

The first step in the trigger chain is the level-1 trigger (LVL1) [5, 11], performing
an initial selection of events, based on simple and fast criteria and using detector in-
formation of the trigger chambers of the muon spectrometer or the calorimeter cells
(both electromagnetic and hadronic) with a reduced granularity, so called trigger tow-
ers (see figure 1.3b). The objects searched for can be missing transverse energy, muons
with high transverse momentum (high-pT ), total transverse energies, high-pT electrons
or photons as well as jets or τ -leptons. The LVL1 trigger provides 6–8 thresholds per
object type. Additionally, summations of the missing and total transverse energy can
be performed.

The decision of the LVL1 trigger is based on coincidence or veto of several objects and
has a latency of 2.5 µs maximum, meaning that during this time the detector information
has to be stored in pipeline buffers which are located directly at the detector elements.
If the LVL1 trigger decision was positive, the data is moved to readout drivers (RODs)
followed by the readout buffers (ROBs). The maximum rate of positive LVL1 trigger
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Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of the ATLAS trigger levels [5].

decisions for the front-end-system is 75 kHz. The selected events remain in the buffers
until a level-2 (LVL2) trigger decision is made. If the event is accepted, the data is
moved to the storage elements of the third level trigger, the so called Event Filter (EF).

The decisions of the LVL2 trigger [5, 7] are based on so called regions-of-interest
(RoI). The latter are created by the LVL1 trigger for each object that was found in
the particular event and define a region in η and φ around it. In order to make its
decision, the LVL2 trigger only accesses data from these RoIs. In this way only a small
fraction of the detector data is moved and processed. The LVL2 trigger refines the
decision of the LVL1 trigger, applies isolation requirements, sharpens pT -thresholds and
is able to use the full granularity and precision of the detectors, if necessary. The LVL2
trigger reduces the rate to about 1 kHz with a latency time of 1–10ms, depending on
the particular event.

The task of the Event Filter [5, 7] is to first confirm the LVL2 trigger result and
then apply its own selection criteria, in order to reduce the rate of events stored on tape
to the mentioned ∼100Hz. The EF uses even tighter pT -thresholds and specifically
adapted and more complex offline-algorithms which due to time constraints can not be
performed at LVL2. This implies vertex fitting or Bremsstrahlung recovery. In addition,
it has all the event data available without being restricted to those of the RoIs.
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Chapter 2

The Transition Radiation Tracker

2.1 General Concept

The Transition Radiation Tracker [8, 9, 32] is a multi-wire proportional chamber, using
thin independent drift tubes, so called straws, combined with transition radiation detec-
tion for electron identification. It is one of the three sub-detectors of the ATLAS inner
detector and situated in the 2T magnetic field of the central solenoid (see section 1.1).
The design was primarily chosen because of its cost-effectiveness, its intrinsic radiation
hardness and the relatively small amount of additional material that is established in
the inner tracking area, compared with other applicable techniques.

The TRT covers the outer area of the inner detector with radii between 56 and
107 cm, corresponding to |η|< 2.5, and provides tracking over a large volume with an
average of 36 projective measurements for tracks with pT > 0.5GeV. The single wire
resolution is designed to be ∼150µm while the combined resolution for a complete set of
measurements is ∼30 µm, well complementing the precise measurements by the silicon
detectors.

The barrel part consists of straw layers parallel to the beam axis and distributed
in a rotational symmetry, while the two end-caps employ straws perpendicular to the
beam axis and arranged in multiple wheels. The detector features high granularity with
a total of ∼350000 individual straws, most of them situated in the end-caps. The total
thickness of the TRT is approximately 10% of a radiation length. A three-dimensional
overview of the TRT is given in figure 1.4 on page 9 .

The electron identification by transition radiation (see section 4.2) is achieved by
using layers of radiator foam or foils, which are interleaved with the straw layers. An
electron crossing these radiator layers will emit X-ray photons which are absorbed by
the Xe-based gas mixture, leading to a significantly higher signal for electrons than
for other particles traversing the gas. A 50GeV electron will cause about 10–15 hits
with signals exceeding a certain threshold, so called high-threshold-hits (see section 2.6),
which indicate absorbed transition radiation photons.

The large number of spatial measurements combined with the SCT/pixel detectors
provide excellent pattern recognition to reconstruct tracks within the |η|<2.5 range as
well as robust and fast level-2 trigger performance.
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12.3 Detecting Elements

12.3.1 Straws

The basic detecting element in the TRT is the straw detector. It functions as a drift tube for meas-
uring the position of a track that passes through it and as an ionisation chamber for recording
the amplitude of the signals.

12.3.1.1 Straw material

The straws are made from a coated polyimide film, following the specifications summarised
in Table 12-13 [12-40]. The bare material consists of 25 µm thick Kapton film.

This film has to undergo a complex treatment
which is meant to retain good electrical prop-
erties, while at the same time protecting the
cathode from ageing (see Section 12.2.1.7). The
electrical conductivity is assured by a thin alu-
minium layer of about 0.2 µm thickness. This
layer is protected by a conductive composite
layer of carbon and polyimide of approxi-
mately 6 µm thickness. Because of the pres-
ence of the polyimide, which is needed to
bond the carbon to the aluminium, the resis-
tivity of the coated film is worse than that of
aluminium. This conductive layer protects the
aluminium layer against erosion from ion
bombardment during operation at high inten-
sities. The other side of the film is covered
with a thin polyurethane layer. This layer acts
as a thermo-setting glue when the two strips
of the prepared film are brought together dur-
ing the straw manufacturing process. The
bonded film is shown in Figure 12-61.

Table 12-13 Specifications for the coated Kapton film [12-40], [12-41].

Description Specifications

Kapton film Polyimide type 100 VN of (25 ± 2.5) µm thickness

Density 1.42 g/cm3

Aluminium layer (0.20 ± 0.08) µm thickness

Protection layer Carbon (55 ± 5)% and polyimide of (6 ± 2) µm thickness

Resistivity of coated film < 10 Ω/square

Polyurethane layer (5 ± 2) µm thickness

Final coated film (36 ± 6.5) µm thickness

Figure 12-61 Two layers of coated polyimide film
used for the straw winding.Figure 2.1: Configuration of a straw tube wall [9].

2.2 Detecting Elements

The basic detecting elements of the TRT are thin drift tubes, so called straws, of differ-
ent length which work according to the usual principle of a proportional chamber. As
a compromise between the average number of ionisation clusters created by a crossing
particle track and the expected rate in the harsh LHC-environment a straw diameter of
4mm was chosen. Figure 2.1 shows the composition of the straw tube walls. They con-
sist of Kapton films which feature multiple coatings to provide good electrical properties
as well as mechanical rigidity. Two 25µm thick Kapton layers are glued back-to-back,
using a 5µm polyurethane layer in between them. Each of the two sides has 0.2 µm
aluminium coating, protected against erosion by a 6 µm Carbon-polyamide layer. To
improve the rigidity of the straw tubes and to compensate for creep, four Carbon fibre
filaments are glued to the 150 cm long barrel straws. The sense wire, made of gold-plated
tungsten, is operated at ground potential and has a diameter of 31µm and a resistance
of about 60Ω/m. The operational high-voltage applied to the straw cathodes will be
1530V, corresponding to a gas gain of 2.5·104.

2.3 TRT Barrel

The TRT barrel covers the range |η| < 1, corresponding to z dimensions of ± 72 cm
and radii between 56 and 107 cm. Figure 2.2 on the facing page shows a side-view of
one quadrant of the TRT and the silicon components of the inner detector. The barrel
section comprises three concentric rings with a highly modular structure, containing 32
modules per ring and a total of 73 layers with ∼52000 straws.

The smallest modules, the type-1 modules, form the innermost ring and are equip-
ped with 329 axial straws in 19 layers. In order to reduce the occupancy, the barrel
straws are separated in the middle by an insulating glass wire-joint which is attached
to a wire support and read out from both ends. For the same reason the innermost
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2.3 TRT Barrel

Figure 2.2: A side-view of one quadrant of the inner detector [8]. The TRT is marked
by a diagonal hatching.

nine layers of the barrel feature two wire-joints, causing only the outer 36 cm long parts
to be sensitive. The middle ring contains the so called type-2 modules, each with 520
straws in 24 layers. Finally, the modules in the outermost wheel (type-3) contribute
793 straws in 30 layers per module. Figure 2.3a on the next page illustrates the design
of the barrel TRT and its modular construction, including the support frame. The 32
φ-sectors each consist of one module of each type. The module layouts differ in size but
have the same shape of a prism with a trapezoidal footprint. In order to minimise the
loss of tracks due to cracks in φ-direction, they are tilted against each other and create
a uniform accordion-like structure.

Inside each module the straws are embedded in sheets of polyethylene radiator foam
and supported by divider frames every 25 cm which maintain the correct distances of
∼7mm of the straw bodies and enhance the mechanical rigidity. A staggering between
consecutive layers of straws ensures maximum uniformity and good pattern recognition.
The housing of the modules is made of Carbon fibre and is glued to the divider frames,
as well as to the high voltage plates, which themselves fix the straws at the ends, as
can be seen in figure 2.3b on the following page . A tension plate, in fact a printed
circuit board, is glued to the high voltage plates and holds the tension of the wires,
using metallic eyelets and tapered pins. The tension plate also connects the module
with the read-out electronics via sockets.

Since the main component of the detecting gas is the rather expensive xenon (see
section 2.5), the gas supply is a closed loop. The straws themselves form the walls of the
active gas volume and permit a constant gas flow through them which is implemented
by the already mentioned eyelet and pin system, fixing the wires while leaving space
between the end of the straws and the tension plates. High-voltage plates and tension
plates establish a gas-tight and box-like structure. The gas is injected at the ends, flows
through the straws to the opposite side and from there into the next module.
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To reduce the straw occupancy, the anode wires
are electrically separated in the middle by a glass
wire-joint and are read out from both ends. The
smallest modules (type-1) contain 329 axial straws
positioned in 19 layers at the innermost radius;
the first nine radial layers are equipped with two
wire-joints per wire, and are therefore active only
over the last 31 cm on each end. This further
reduces their occupancy, while maximising the
number of crossed straws for tracks traversing
the barrel/end-cap transition region. The type-2
modules contain 520 axial straws positioned in
24 layers at an intermediate radius, and the type-
3 modules contain 793 axial straws positioned in
30 layers at the outermost radius.

Fig. 2. Layout of the barrel TRT with its three concentric
rings of 32 identical modules each. Also shown at one end
is the barrel support structure, which will hold all the
modules in place within the ATLAS barrel cryostat.

The modular design approach reduces risk dur-
ing assembly, enables distributed production at

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

Number of straws per module 329 520 793

Number of straw layers per module 19 24 30

Module inner radius (mm) 560 697 864

Module outer radius (mm) 695 862 1070

Table 1
Key parameters defining the three different types of barrel
modules.

several assembly sites and speeds up the final
assembly process because each module can be
tested independently. As can be seen from Fig. 2,
all three types of modules have the same shape
even though they are different in size. The shape
and arrangement of the modules are designed to
minimise the probability of losing tracks in the
cracks between modules. Table 1 shows the main
parameters relevant to each module type. The
average straw spacing is 6.8 mm and the straw
azimuthal positions are staggered between consec-
utive layers, leading to a uniform geometry well
optimised for continuous tracking. A typical track
will cross 36 out of the 73 layers of straws. The
space between straws is filled with 15 µm diam-
eter polypropylene/polyethylene fibre radiator,
which results in about 7 transition-radiation hits
observed on average for a 20 GeV pT electron.

2.2. Module design

Inside a module, the straws are embedded in
radiator sheets and supported by dividers ev-
ery 25 cm along the module length. At the ends of
the module, the straws are supported by and con-
ductively glued to high-voltage plates for fixation
and high-voltage connection. A carbon-fibre shell,
glued to the high-voltage plates and dividers along
with the carbon-fibre reinforced straws, provides
the required mechanical rigidity and stability to
the module. Figures 3 and 4 show an exploded
view of a module and some of the details of the
module end. A printed-circuit board, called ten-
sion plate, is glued to the high-voltage plate and
holds the tension of the wires and interfaces the
module to the read-out electronics. Metallic eye-
lets and tapered pins are used to fix the wires
to the tension plate (the typical tension applied
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(a)

to each wire is about 60 g). The tension plate is
a double-sided printed-circuit board with traces
between the eyelets and sockets, which receive the
front-end electronics boards (see Section 4.3.3).

Fig. 3. Exploded view of barrel module, showing the various
mechanical components within the module itself and at
one of its ends (see text).

Fig. 4. Detailed view of one end of a barrel module (see
text).

The space between the tension plate and the
high-voltage plate is a buffer, through which ioni-
sation gas is fed into the individual straws. Within
the shell, the space outside the straws, which is
almost entirely filled by the radiator, is normally
purged with CO2 during operation to clean out any
leakage of Xe gas. As shown in Fig. 4, polyimide
foils carrying the high-voltage lines follow the sides
of the high-voltage plate to minimise the disrup-
tion to the leak-tightness of the Xe-containing gas
volume. From the back-side of the high-voltage
plate, the high-voltage lines are brought to the
front through sockets that also connect to the by-
pass capacitors. Each bypass capacitor serves as

the AC ground return for the signals from eight
straws, which share the same high-voltage line.

2.3. Module assembly

The assembly of the barrel modules is performed
at three assembly sites in the US. The module-
assembly process can be roughly described as the
following sequence of steps: component prepara-
tion, mechanical assembly, stringing of the anode
wires and final tests resulting in the establishment
of a ”passport” for each module.

2.3.1. Component preparation

Each component, when received froma manufac-
turer or produced in-house, has to be checked for
conformance and cleaned before use. Some of the
components go through several stages of assembly
before going into a module (straws, wires equipped
with glass wire-joints, high-voltage plates, tension
plates). In these cases, quality control is performed
after each salient stage of assembly.

2.3.2. Mechanical assembly

The assembly of a module starts with an align-
ment check of its structural components: the two
high-voltage plates, the five dividers and the shell.
These components determine the straightness of
straws inside a module. The components are as-
sembled in an alignment frame, which holds them
in place until structural assembly is complete. Nine
reference straws are then inserted and surveyed for
their straightness using a laser system. The compo-
nents are accepted if the straightness of these ref-
erence straws is measured to be within ±180 µm.

The high-voltage plates and dividers are then
removed and reinstalled with packs of radiators.
Once the high-voltage plates have been fixed to the
shell, the straws are inserted with care: an insertion
”bullet” made from a Mylar sleeve and a Delrin
rod, as shown in Fig. 5, is used to protect the end of
the straws and guide them through the radiators.
To avoid pushing a radiator pack towards one side
of the module, the straws are inserted in alternat-
ing directions in a sequence spiraling outward from
the centre. After the straws are inserted, a high-
voltage test cycles 2500 V through each group of

5

(b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Layout of the TRT barrel. The 32 wedges in φ consist of three layers of
similarly designed modules [32]. (b) Exploded view of the configuration of a TRT barrel
module [32].
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2.4 TRT End-Caps

2.4 TRT End-Caps

The TRT end-caps cover most of the tracking volume designated to the TRT and occupy
the range 72 cm< |z|<336 cm. Both end-caps are identical and feature three sets of
wheels, called type-A, type-B and type-C, as illustrated in figure 2.2 on page 15 . The
construction of the latter ones, however, was cancelled because of economical reasons.
The wheels of type-A and type-B have 8 planes of straw layers and are identical, except
for the spacings between the straw layers, in order to adjust the density of detecting
elements according to the expected track densities in the different detector regions. The
straws are oriented radially to the beam axis. In contrast to the barrel straws, all end-
cap straws are sensitive over the full length and are supported only at the inner and
outer radius of the wheels.

The area directly outside the barrel TRT (82 cm < |z| < 172 cm) is occupied by
twelve type-A wheels. All of the wheels contain 6244 straws, arranged in 8 layers with
768 straws each. The layers have a spacing of 4mm along z which is filled with 15 µm
propylene radiator foils. The straws are glued into drilled holes of an inner and an outer
carbon fibre ring. Two of such rings, with 4 straw layers each, are glued to one another
and establish one of the 8 planes. Due to the radial orientation, the distance between
the straws is dependent on the radius and varies from 5.2 to 8mm. Successive straw
layers are rotated around the beam axis by 3/8 of this azimuthal straw spacing, in order
to ensure optimal uniformity.

The type-B wheels contain the same number of straws as the type-A wheels but the
the distance between successive straw layers is increased to 11mm. These spacings are
filled with a larger number of the same radiator foils used for the type-A wheels. Eight
of such wheels per side are designed to extend over the range 281 cm< |z|<273 cm. The
lower straw density was chosen, in order to minimise the material in the TRT, while
keeping the necessary number of crossed straws at an average of 36, approximately
independent of η.

In the original design it was foreseen to continue the scheme of enlarging the layer
distances with increasing z for the type-C wheels with a maximum range of |z|=336 cm,
using a slightly different radial extend compared to the other wheel types (see figure 2.2).
Without the type-C wheels a total of ∼300000 straws are available in the TRT end-caps.
By abandoning the additional wheels, the geometrical acceptance of the TRT is slightly
reduced below |ηmax|=2.5.

2.5 Gas Mixture and Ageing Effects

The choice of the gas mixture is obviously a crucial point for drift chambers. Besides
the drift properties and tracking performance the TR performance is an additional
criterion to consider for the TRT. The main component of the gas must have the
ability to absorb X-ray photons with energies between O(1 keV) and O(10 keV), thus
producing additional clusters with energy deposits well above the usual amount of
charges generated by ionisation in collisions between the particle and the gas atoms.
As xenon fulfils this requirement, the mixture contains as much of the noble gas as
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possible, still granting stable operation of the straws without discharges. So the gas
mixture chosen for operation is composed of 70%Xe, 27%CO2 and 3%O2. However,
several difficulties had to be handled until this final decision was be made.

At design luminosity of the LHC the straw counting rates reach a very high level of
12 to 20MHz for the inner barrel straws. In order to ensure a quick signal collection,
the gas has to provide a fast drift velocity. Another challenge are ageing effects of the
detector material which limit its lifetime, in particular the avoidance of silicon-based
deposits on the sense wires which are able to reduce the gas gain significantly.

For a long time CF4 was considered the optimum choice, since it provides a large
drift velocity and small diffusion coefficient. Moreover, several studies have shown that
HF and other highly reactive fluorides are created when the level of moisture present in
the gas exceeds ∼1000 ppm, etching away silicon-based compounds and thus, having a
cleaning effect. Unfortunately, these highly reactive products of irradiation can degrade
numerous detector materials. In particular, it could be proven that the glass joints
which are fused to the barrel wires can be etched up to the point of breakage [17, 24].

As these processes have shown to be complicated and depend on a lot of parameters,
a new gas mixture, containing O2 instead, was chosen, in order to ensure stable oper-
ation of the TRT. The drift velocity is decreased by ∼10%, resulting in an increased
occupancy of the detector of ∼6%. The demands on the materials and components
used in the active gas volume have increased significantly, because deposits due to sil-
icon compounds can not be removed with the new gas mixture. Some studies have
shown that a total of about 30 short-term cleaning runs with an Ar-CO2-CF4 mixture
can be performed in ATLAS with a fraction of 4–8% of CF4 and a controlled water
concentration of ∼1000 ppm without damaging the glass wire-joints and still allowing
for efficient tracking with the TRT [31].

2.6 Front-End Electronics

At full luminosity of the LHC the barrel straws near the interaction point have a hit
probability of 40% per collision. The maximum drift time in the previously discussed
gas mixture is ∼48 ns. As this is almost twice as long as the bunch crossing gap of 25 ns,
an overlapping of hits can not be avoided. In order to bring the detector back to the
initial stage as quickly as possible after a particle has crossed a straw tube and induced
a signal, a fast baseline restoration is mandatory, cancelling the long ion-tails of the
signal. Other challenges are the radiation hardness of the electronics, which makes the
use of most commercial electronics impossible, and the bandwidth requirements of the
readout and front-end links, due to the 2.5µs latency time of the level-1 trigger.

The TRT detector readout [22] uses several readout chips and modules. A schematic
illustration of the signal processing chain is presented in figure 2.4 . A particle crossing
a straw tube creates a current pulse which is discriminated by the two amplifier shaper
discriminator baseline restorators (ASDBLR).

The ASDBLR first performs the signal shaping with a peaking time of 7–8 ns. The
baseline is restored after 25–50 ns, depending on the signal. The signal discrimination
produces two digital signals by applying two different thresholds to the analogue signals.
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Figure 2.4: A schematic illustration of the TRT readout chain.

The first one is the so called low-threshold (LT) and has a level of 0.2–0.3 keV, being
slightly above the noise level of the electronics. The second threshold has a value of
typically 5–6 keV and is called high-threshold (HT). This value is significantly higher
than the average energy deposited by a particle due to dE/dx and an indication for
transition radiation. a

The output of the ASDBLR is handed over to the digital time measuring and readout
chip (DTMROC) which records the timing signal and stores it in a pipeline, awaiting the
decision of the level-1 trigger. On the basis of the ASDBLR output and the LHC clock,
the DTMROC determines during which time frames the LT and HT were exceeded.
The total recorded time per event is 75 ns, corresponding to three bunch crossings.
Each combination of two ASDBLRs (eight channels each) and one DTMROC handles
16 channels and is a self-contained unit with respect to data pipelining and threshold
setting.

In the event of a level-1 accept signal, the DTMROCs move the stored data from
the pipelines to the TRT readout drivers (ROD) which collect up to 1664 channels,
compress the data in order to reduce bandwidth, and store it in the readout buffers
(ROB) until the decision of the level-2 trigger is made (see section 1.6). For a defined
region-of-interest the level-2 trigger receives data from several ROBs.

aIt should be noticed, that in rather rare cases the firing of the HT can also be caused by dE/dx
due to the large tail in the Landau distribution, see figure 4.3 .
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Chapter 3

The ATLAS
Combined Test Beam 2004

3.1 Detector Setup

The ATLAS Combined Test Beam (CTB) [19, 20] was operational at CERN from May
to November 2004, using the H8 beamline. It was the first test beam in which all of
ATLAS sub-detectors participated and were tested under realistic conditions. Most of
the systems used at the Combined Test Beam were part of the final-production series.
However, not all sub-detectors were present over the full period of the CTB operations.
In the following, the situation where all inner detector components were present (starting
early in October until November 2004) will be described, since this is the applicable
configuration for the analysed datasets. A schematic outline of the test beam setup is
given in figure 3.1 on the following page.

The inner detector consisted of three pixel and four SCT layers which were situated
in a magnetic field with the same orientation as in ATLAS and a variable field strength
of up to 1.4T. Due to the size of the TRT setup the two final-production TRT barrel
wedges were installed outside of the magnet and at a distance of 1114mm from the last
SCT layer. Thus, the distance between SCT and TRT was much larger than in ATLAS
(40mm). The six TRT modules covered a region of −17.4◦ and 28.1◦ in φ. A side-view
of the TRT modules is given in figure 3.2 on page 23. The incidence of the beam was
along the x-axis for all runs, while the straws were oriented in z direction. The shown
TRT display was created by establishing a straw map for all straws that were hit during
several runs. Apparently, some of them were not active, causing a couple of smaller as
well as a few larger holes in the figure. The larger holes are most likely caused by a
failure in the electronics, since each chip controls several straws.

For several runs additional material was inserted into the inner detector. A 10mm
thick aluminium plate could be placed between pixel and SCT layers and an additional
20mm aluminium plate could be installed between SCT and TRT. With both plates
inserted, the total amount of the inner detector material is roughly doubled.

The inner detector systems are followed by the LAr cryostat and calorimeter, as
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Figure 3.1: Schematic outline of the test beam setup and the beamline instrumentation
of the Combined Test Beam 2004 [19].

well as a scintillator and three wedges of the barrel and extended barrel parts of the
tile calorimeter further outwards. The calorimeters and the scintillators were mounted
to a tiltable and rotatable platform, in order to study the beam incidence at different
η. For the muon system a station of barrel MDTs was installed several metres behind
the platform and four additional stations were placed further downstream. Moreover,
six end-cap MDT stations, several end-cap Thin Gap Chambers and one Cathode Strip
Chamber were tested. The muon system was completed by a scintillator muon trigger,
two trigger stations of barrel Resistive Plate Chambers and two supplemental magnets.

3.2 Beamline Instrumentation

The H8 beamline provided beams of hadrons, electrons or muons with energies from 1 to
350GeV. The beam was extracted from the Super Proton Synchrotron with a maximum
momentum of 400GeV and then directed to a primary target made of up to 300mm
thick beryllium. Behind the first target the beam energies ranged from 10 to 350GeV
and could be directed to secondary filter targets, consisting of lead or polyethylene and
being supplemented by air or lead absorbers, respectively. In this way accumulated
pion (polyethylene and lead absorber) or electron beams (lead and air absorber) could
be produced. In order to provide low energies from 1 to 9GeV, an additional target was
inserted into the beamline close to the experiment. Figure 3.1 shows this target and
the beamline instrumentation in front of the experiment. Depending on the requested
energy the lower (1-9GeV) or upper (>10GeV) beamline was used. They were equipped
with a number of quadrupole and dipole magnets to focus and bend the particles as
well as to select the right momentum by controlling the magnetic fields.
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Figure 3.2: Side-view of the TRT modules at the Combined Test Beam 2004. Two of
the 32 barrel wedges of ATLAS had been installed.

Both beamlines featured a Čerenkov counter (CHRV2) for particle identification.
They could be filled with helium or nitrogen gas in order to adjust for e/π, π/K and
π/p separation. Five beam chambers (BC) were used to define the beam profile and
several scintillators were installed for muon identification and in order to check the
beam intensity. One of the scintillators, the so called muon tag was placed behind the
calorimeters and the first beam dump, right after the first muon station (see figure 3.1)
and was used as a muon trigger and for muon identification (SMT). The dimensions of
the scintillator were 40 cm×40 cm×2.0 cm.
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Chapter 4

Interactions of Particles in Matter

Since the energy loss in matter by ionisation plays a key role in the understanding
and principles of drift chamber operations, section 4.1 will gather the most important
information on its physical description. For more details the reader is referred to the
comprehensive literature existing about this topic and some references will be given in
appropriate places.

The TRT uses transition radiation (TR) for electron identification. Although this
effect is of different physical origin, it is important for the understanding of the TRT
signals. A short outline of the effect will be given in section 4.2 .

4.1 Energy Loss of Heavy Particles in Matter

4.1.1 The Bethe-Bloch Formula

A particle traversing matter can lose energy by many different processes, e. g. ionisa-
tion, Bremsstrahlung, Čerenkov-radiation or excitation. For charged heavy medium
relativistic particles the mean differential energy loss per unit length – often written as
〈dE/dx〉 a – is well described by the so called Bethe-Bloch formula

−
〈
dE
dx

〉
= Kz2Z

A

1
β2

[
1
2

ln
2mec

2β2γ2Tmax

I2
− β2 − δ(βγ)

2

]
. (4.1)

A is the atomic mass and Z the atomic number of the absorber. z is the charge of
the incident particle in units of the elementary charge, e, and I the mean ionisation
potential of the absorber. The kinematic variables β and γ have their usual meanings
while δ denotes the density correction which compensates for polarisation effects in
the material. Furthermore, Tmax is the maximum kinetic energy that can be passed
to a free electron in a single collision. Finally, K is a constant compound expression:
K=4πNAr

2
emec

2/A with re the classical electron radius and NA Avogadro’s number.
Equation (4.1) was first deduced by HansBethe in 1930 [23], using quantum-mecha-

nical perturbation theory. Referring to heavy particles, we actually mean all charged

aSometimes also the symbol S is used for 〈dE/dx〉, denoting the stopping power.
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particles but electrons. The Bethe-Bloch formula describes energy loss due to collisions
of the incident particle with the atoms in the traversed material and thus, implies ex-
citation and ionisation. However, other processes like Bremsstrahlung are not included
in expression (4.1). For all particles except electrons the contributions of other elec-
tromagnetic interaction processes to the total dE/dx b are negligible in the medium
relativistic range. At high energies, the energy loss by Bremsstrahlung is proportional
to 1/m2 with m the mass of the radiating particle. Thus, it is much more significant for
electrons than for other particles, as it is so much lighter. For the next heavier particle
– the muon – the effect is suppressed by a factor of mµ/me ≈ 40000. Additional ad-
justments to (4.1) have to be made, since electrons collide with quantum-mechanically
identical particles and are significantly deflected by collisions, again due to their small
mass.

By using the following relationships, β and γ can always be expressed in terms of βγ:

β =

√
(βγ)2

1 + (βγ)2
, (4.2)

γ =
√

1 + (βγ)2 . (4.3)

Hence, the Bethe-Bloch formula can be considered dependent on βγ only. c In other
words, it only depends on the particle’s velocity. A minor dependence on M is intro-
duced by Tmax. However, this only becomes relevant for very high values of βγ.

Figure 4.1 shows the contributions of Bethe-Bloch (dash-dotted) and Bremsstrah-
lung (dotted) to the total dE/dx (solid) of anti-muons over several orders of magnitude
of βγ. The Bethe-Bloch regime starts at βγ ≈ 0.1 and completely follows the total
dE/dx, as it is the dominant effect. The stopping power falls proportional to 1/β2 and
reaches its minimum at βγ ≈ 3. The curve slowly rises with ln (βγ) – known as the
relativistic rise – and reaches the so called Fermi plateau for βγ & 100. However, in
the presented case of a solid material the contribution of Bremsstrahlung causes the
total dE/dx to rise again and therefore the plateau is not very pronounced, for gases
Bremsstrahlung is much less important. Eµc marks the point where the radiation losses
and the ionisation losses have equal relevance, after this point Bremsstrahlung is the
dominating effect. The dashed curve shows the theoretical shape of the Bethe-Bloch
curve without considering the density effect, δ, in (4.1).

The single dependence on βγ is very convenient, as it provides the opportunity
to use dE/dx for particle identification. Particles of different type but with the same
momentum p = mγβc have a different βγ and thus will lead to shifted Bethe-Bloch
curves, if drawn as a function of p instead of βγ. Figure 4.2 on page 28 shows the dE/dx-
curves for different particles, measured with the jet chamber of the OPAL experiment
at LEP.

bFor reasons of simplicity 〈dE/dx〉 will be denoted as dE/dx, meaning the average energy loss,
unless stated otherwise.

cWith the same justification it can of course be considered as a function of both β or γ only.
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Figure 4.1: dE/dx for muons in copper as a function of βγ and the momentum [36].
The solid line represents the total stopping power, Eµc marks the point where the losses
due to radiation losses become equal to those by ionisation.

4.1.2 Energy Loss Fluctuations

It should be emphasised that the energy loss by ionisation is a statistical process.
Equation (4.1) is an expression for the mean energy loss 〈dE/dx〉, the distribution
of dE/dx-values around that mean is given by the Landau distribution [27], which has
a pronounced non-Gaussian shape. In a simplified analytical form [25] it can be written
as

f(λ) =
1√
2π
e−

1
2
(λ+e−λ) , (4.4)

where λ is given by

λ =
dE/dx− (dE/dx)p

ξ
. (4.5)

(dE/dx)p is the most probable energy loss, the scaling factor, ξ, is related to the sam-
pling length dx and the velocity of the particle, βγc. Figure 4.3 on page 29 shows
this distribution. Because of its asymmetric shape, the mean and the most probable
value for dE/dx are significantly distinct. The large tail of the Landau distribution –
originating from hard collisions with large energy transfers – has an important impact
on the applications of dE/dx. Experimentally 〈dE/dx〉 is not well defined and difficult
to handle. The large energy transfers in the tail are rare and since in practice typically
only O(100) measurements can be performed to determine 〈dE/dx〉, it gets strongly
affected by fluctuations and becomes sensitive to cuts on dE/dx.

The energy loss as given by (4.1) cannot directly be used for the description of energy
loss measurements, since for very large energy transfers in the collisions electrons will be
knocked out of atoms, forming a secondary track. In this case the so called δ-electrons
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Figure 4.2: Particle identification by dE/dx. Due to their different mass, different
particle types have separated dE/dx(p)-curves. The graph shows data measured with
the OPAL jet chamber.

will not contribute to the energy loss of the original track any more. Thus, a restricted
energy loss must be introduced, leading to a modified shape of the Bethe-Bloch curves.

4.1.3 The PAI model

The Photo-Absorption Ionisation model (PAI) by Allison and Cobb [38] delivers a re-
liable description of the cross-section for the energy loss by ionisation of fast charged
particles in matter and is widely used in the field of gaseous detectors. It is based on the
relationship between the energy loss of the particle and the frequency dependence of the
dielectric constant of the medium. Since the latter can be derived from the measured
photo-absorption cross-section, the ionisation processes provoked by indecent charged
particles are closely related to those of real photons. Based on the PAI model Blum
and Rolandi [21] give a parametrisation of the mean energy loss per unit length

−
〈
dE
dx

〉
=

p1

βp4

{
p2 − βp4 − ln

(
p3 +

1
(βγ)p5

)}
, (4.6)

which permits to find a more appropriate replacement for (4.1). The 5 free parameters
p1 . . . p5 have to be determined by a fit to the measurement.
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Figure 4.3: Probability distribution of dE/dx for moderately thick absorbers. Due to
the large tail in the Landau-distribution, the mean dE/dx, 〈dE/dx〉, is significantly
different from the most probable value (dE/dx)p.

4.2 Transition Radiation

Transition Radiation (TR) originates from the movement of a charged particle in a
medium with a variable dielectric constant, ε. Although its existence in the optical
spectral range was predicted in 1946 already, attempts to use the effect for particle
detectors were not made until it was shown in the late 1950s that for ultrarelativistic
particles TR can also appear in the X-ray region. TR was first used to measure the
relativistic γ-factor with solid state and gaseous detectors. The use of TR for particle
identification is more problematic because of its inherent low radiation intensity. Today
this difficulty can be resolved by using multi-layered dielectric radiators, increasing
the radiation yield cumulatively. In the following some general features of TR will be
summarised. For detailed information on the theoretical description of TR, the reader
is referred to [16] and the references therein.

The radiation emitted by a uniformly moving charged particle can be understood
analogously to the radiation of this particle moving non-uniformly in a homogeneous
material. In both cases the radiation is related to both the phase velocity of the elec-
tromagnetic waves in the medium and the velocity of the charged particle. For TR the
phase velocity changes while for Bremsstrahlung it is the particle’s velocity. Hence,
Bremsstrahlung and TR can be conceived as having a very similar origin.

May a particle traverse a material with a sudden change in the dielectric constant.
In a material with a small ε, the field around the charge has a larger range than in
a material with a larger value for ε, since a medium capable of stronger polarisation
will screen the field around the particle more effectively. When the particle crosses the
interface between the two mediums the electric field around the particle changes rapidly.
This is the reason for the TR. The total energy emitted as TR by a particle with a
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charge z ·e when entering a material with the plasma frequency, ωp, d is approximately

E =
1
3
αz2γ ~ωp . (4.7)

Thus, the emitted energy is proportional to γ and provides an opportunity to measure
the velocity of the particle. The average number of photons produced in one crossing
of an interface between to mediums can be obtained from expression (4.7) as of O(αγ)
(α = 1/137), thus, it is usually very small. The angular distribution of the emitted
radiation has a sharp maximum at θ= 1/γ. θ is measured between the velocity vector
of the particle and the direction of the emitted photon, so the angular distribution is
very forward-peaked. The emission spectrum usually has a maximum between 10 and
30 keV.

The radiating particle has to travel a minimum distance in a radiator before it
can emit a photon, the so called formation zone [16]. The traversed distance between
two material transitions must be such that the phase difference of their associated
electromagnetic waves is of the order of unity, in other words, a coherence condition has
to be fulfilled. The yield of TR therefore essentially depends on the radiator thickness
and spacing.

dωp =
p
ne2/meε0, with the electron density, n.
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Chapter 5

Energy Loss and
Time-over-Threshold

ATLAS and the other LHC experiments are expected to pave the way for the discovery
of new physics beyond the standard model. Many models predict the existence of stable
or semi-stable charged heavy particles which then could be produced in the LHC colli-
sions. One candidate proposed by certain SUSY models is the supersymmetric partner
of the tau lepton, the stau. It could have a lifetime large enough to traverse the entire
detector, including the muon spectrometer, before decaying and thus could mistakenly
be identified as a muon. However, the numbers of scenarios and the particles they in-
volve is very large. Having a particle identification method available which is sensitive
to the energy loss of particles potentially provides a possibility to discover these new
particles. Since the energy loss is dependent on βγ only, a large dE/dx is a very general
and a largely model-independent signature. Furthermore, dE/dx measurements with
the TRT would enhance the particle identification abilities concerning already known
particles. So far, the ATLAS detector has no ability to identify particles with the inner
detector only, except for electron identification by transition radiation.

The measurement of dE/dx is a widely used method for particle identification. Usually
this is achieved by measuring the amount of charge that is created when a particle
traverses the active medium of the detector. For gaseous chambers the energy loss is
very small compared to the total energy and the momentum can be considered con-
stant for subsequent measurements. In contrast, the energy loss in silicon detectors is
much higher, allowing for more precise dE/dx measurements. However, other processes
like multiple scattering and Bremsstrahlung degrade the dE/dx performance for these
detectors.

The total number of electrons created in the ionisation along a track through the
active material of the detector is proportional to the energy loss, dE. However, as
ionisation is a stochastic process, the energy loss per unit length, dE/dx, fluctuates
significantly. Thus, in order to estimate the mean energy loss per unit length, 〈dE/dx〉,
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multiple measurements have to be performed. a Since the number of electrons created
in the initial ionisation is too low for detection, the signal is intrinsically amplified by
gas multiplication. For a good measurement the gas gain should be such that the total
amount of collected charge is proportional to dE/dx, i. e. the gaseous detector should
work in the so called proportional mode. Finally, the readout electronics usually are
designed in a way that the resulting signal height is proportional to the integrated
charge and therefore again proportional to dE/dx.

This ability to measure dE/dx by charge collection is in principle a built-in feature
of the TRT, like for every multi-wire proportional chamber. However, in the first place
the TRT was designed for tracking and has not been optimised to exploit its potential
for dE/dx measurements. Considering the high rates and particle fluxes present at the
LHC experiments, high granularity, a small amount of data, fast response and therefore
short drift times were more important goals of the design.

To meet the constraint of a small amount of data to be stored in the end, the
readout electronics does not determine the pulse height of the signal, which would be
the actual variable of choice for dE/dx measurements. The only information available
and related to dE/dx– or in the first place to the total energy loss inside the straw, dE
– is the width of the signal which is encoded in the timing output of the digital time
measuring and readout chips (DTMROCs) (see section 2.6). Assuming, that the pulses
always have a similar shape, the width of the signal and its height are closely related.
In other words, the time during which the signal remains above the low-threshold (LT)
of the TRT electronics is an estimate of its width. The width itself is a measure of the
height and therefore the energy loss, dE, or the dE/dx, if the traversed length in the
gas is known. The period of time during which the signal exceeds the low-threshold of
the TRT electronics is called Time-over-Threshold (ToT).

The following sections will deal with the generation of the signal in the straw tube
and will also consider some basic principles of operation of multi-wire proportional
chambers as well as the signal processing by the TRT readout electronics and the
meaning of the Time-over-Threshold for dE/dx measurements. Furthermore, some
basic systematic effects touching the ToT will be discussed.

5.1 Ionisation Process and Signal Generation

5.1.1 Primary Ionisation

The TRT is a multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC), thus, the exploited physical
principles are very similar. However, as the result of the high occupancy the TRT will
have to deal with, the straws are extremely small, in order to keep the drift distances
short and the response fast. Thus, the number of primary ionisation clusters is also
small. It is clear that the performance of the TRT will be influenced heavily by the
consequences of this design. The number of primary ionisation clusters per unit length
is subject to Poissonian statistics with a mean number of clusters, µ=1/λ, where λ is

aIn practice, the mean dE/dx is not well defined and one is rather interested in the most probable
dE/dx, see section 4.1.2.
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the mean free path of the ionising particle, depending on the ionisation cross-section
and the particle density of the gas. For a 20GeV pion the mean number of clusters
in a TRT straw ranges from 0 at the straw walls to ∼24 for the maximum traversed
length in the straw. Thus, it is a very small number, compared to other detectors. It
should also be noted that the TRT is operated at atmospheric pressure, unlike many
other drift chambers. A doubling in pressure also yields double the number of primary
ionisation clusters, as the particle density of the gas reduces the mean free path by a
factor of two. b On the other hand, xenon has almost double the ionisation cross-section
of argon, partly compensating for the low pressure.

Nevertheless, the small number of clusters and their random nature are considered
the main limiting factor for the R-t relationship and other central detector properties
of the TRT (see also [34]).

5.1.2 Secondary Ionisation and Drift

In collisions of the incident particle with atoms a broad range of energies can be trans-
ferred. The upper limit is given by the maximum possible energy transfer in a single
collision,Tmax, (see (4.1) on page 25). In some cases the electron receives enough energy
to be capable of ionising the surrounding atoms itself which is called secondary ionisa-
tion. These so-called δ-electrons, can have ranges of more than O(100 µm), thus, the
resulting clusters can be delocalised, limiting the spatial resolution of a drift chamber.
Since the cluster size spectrum usually falls quickly for clusters with more than one
electron, most of the primary ionisation leads to clusters of one electron only. But the
fluctuations for dE/dx are large and in rare cases clusters of hundreds of electrons may
occur.

In a strong electric field the movement of the electron-ion pairs is dominated by
the acceleration towards the electrodes of the chamber. The TRT uses a high voltage
of 1530V between the grounded wire (anode) and the straw walls (cathode). During
their movement the charges undergo consecutive collisions with the atoms, resulting in
a stationary drift velocity which is proportional to the electric field, E

vdrift = µE , (5.1)

where µ is the mobility of the charges in the gas. As the electrons are much lighter,
they gain more energy between successive collisions and move much faster than the ions.
vdrift is a constant for a homogeneous electric field, except for very small distances from
the sense wire. The TRT uses a radial electric field and the gas mixture is chosen in
a way that the drift velocity is only weakly dependent on the electric field. Hence, for
the TRT the drift velocity is ∼50 µm/ns and roughly constant. The knowledge of vdrift
allows to measure the distance from the wire, using an appropriately calibrated space-
time relationship, often called R-t relationship. Figure 5.1a on the next page shows
the measured R-t relationship of the TRT for the original gas mixture (Xe-CO2-CF4),
which in the meantime has been replaced (see section 2.5). The solid line on top of the
scatter plot of the measured drift times and radii is a fit of the R-t relationship with a

bThe pressure in a drift chamber is limited due to several reasons, though.
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Figure 5.1: (a) R-t relationship for the TRT and the original gas mixture [30]. (b)
Electron and ion components of a sample pulse [9].

third degree polynomial [30]. The regions where R� t and thus vdrift 6=const can easily
be identified in both the border areas near the wire and near the straw tube wall.

In order to intrinsically amplify the signal, an avalanche multiplication process is
initiated in distances from the wire which are smaller than a few wire radii. Since the
electric field has a 1/R dependence, the electrons gain more and more energy in the
rapidly increasing field between the collisions until they are able to ionise the gas atoms
and provoke an electron avalanche. The gas gain obtainable without losing stability of
operation is 104–106. Increasing the high voltage even further will cause the signal to
be no longer proportional to the initial charge, thus dE/dx measurements are no longer
possible.

As the avalanche approaches the wire, it induces a current between anode and cath-
ode, due to capacitive couplings. However, only 3–5% of the induced signal originates
from the electrons. The major part is caused by the long and slow ion-tail which can
extend over several 100 ns, as shown in figure 5.1b [9]. The front-end electronics sup-
presses the ion tail, in order to avoid baseline shifts through pile-up in the subsequent
bunch crossings. The fast electron component determines the time resolution of the
drift chamber and the leading edge of the pulse, i. e. the point where the signal rises
above a certain threshold. The latter directly corresponds to the drift time.

5.2 Signal Processing

The structure of the readout electronics has already been introduced in section 2.6
on page 18. The two most important components are the ASDBLR (amplifier shaper
discriminator baseline restorator) and the DTMROC (digital time measurement readout
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Figure 5.2: Schematic display of a signal pulse and the resulting digital output of the
front-end electronics [29].

chip). The first part of the signal processing is done by the ASDBLR which first amplifies
the signal and then shapes it with an implemented shaping function. As discussed
before, this procedure is necessary to get rid of the ion tail of the signal (see figure 5.1b
on the facing page) and restore the baseline. Figure 5.2 is a schematic drawing of such
a signal pulse.

In the next step the ASDBLR discriminates the signal against two different thresh-
olds. The lower one at a level of 0.2–0.3 keV is intended to separate the signal from
noise while the higher one at 5–6 keV is used to identify signals originating from a TR
photon absorption.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the procedure and the output of the digital time measurement
of the DTMROC. For each event the output of the ASDBLR is recorded over three
bunch crossings, corresponding to 75 ns. For each 3.125 ns time frame the DTMROC
uses one bit for the low-threshold information. If the signal was above the threshold
during the time frame in question, the bit will be set to one, otherwise to zero. Since the
maximum drift time is ∼40ns, several bunch crossings must be recorded. Altogether, the
output for the low-threshold consists of 24 low-threshold bits for 24×3.125 ns=75 ns.
Additionally, the high-threshold information is memorised for each 25 ns time frame.
Figure 5.2 shows a sample pulse and the corresponding bit output that would be stored
in the pipeline. The crucial information for tracking is the position of the so-called
leading edge of the signal which in this case is in the eighth time bit. The leading edge
originates from the first clusters arriving at the wire and therefore were created at the
shortest distance from the wire. Hence, the position of the leading edge can be directly
translated into a spatial information, using the R-t relationship.

Figure 5.2 also shows the Time-over-Threshold (ToT) which indicates the time
during which the signal was above the low-threshold, i. e. the number of bits multiplied
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by 3.125 ns. This time will be larger, if the pulse is higher and for this reason broader,
thus, more charge was collected. As was shown, the pulse height is not measured by
the front-end electronics. Consequently, the ToT is the only variable available which is
correlated to the energy loss of the ionising particle.

5.3 Time-over-Threshold Definitions

The discussion in the previous section could leave the impression that there is not much
room for different interpretations of the Time-over-Threshold. In fact, for a signal with
a bit pattern like the one presented for the signal pulse in figure 5.2 on the preceding
page the ToT can obviously only be 8×3.125 ns = 25 ns. However, as an example, a
bitpattern like

111111000000011111110000

is more problematic, since the first block of set bits – in the following called island –
starts with a set bit. It is not known if the signal was possibly above threshold before
the measurement was started, thus, this bit can not doubtlessly be interpreted as a
leading edge. One could reject the first island and only consider the second one, thus
the ToT would be 21.875 ns instead of 40.625 ns, if all the set bits are counted.

It is clear that the choice of how to deal with cases like the above one is an important
issue for dE/dx measurements. c For the analysis three definitions of the ToT were of
importance and will be given here. Whenever it is not clear from the context which of
the ToTs is referred to, it will be denoted with the indices introduced in the following.
The impact of the definition on the ToT spectrum will be discussed later in chapter 6.

Simple definition: The ToT (denoted ToTs) is calculated by simply counting the bits
set to one and multiplying the result with the time frame of 3.125 ns, regardless
whether the pattern contains several islands of set bits or whether the first or last
bit is set.

000000 1 1111110000001111 1 ToTs = 37.5 ns
leading edge trailing edge

Test beam definition: This is the most important definition (denoted ToTCTB), since
it is used for test beam reconstruction with ATHENA 12.0.6. The leading edge is
determined from the left side of the bit pattern and defined as the first bit set
to one, regardless if it is the very first time bin. The trailing edge of the signal
is searched for by checking the bit pattern bit-wise from the right side. The first
bit set to one is considered the trailing edge, regardless if it is the very last bit.
All bits in between leading and trailing edge are considered set and the ToT is
calculated accordingly.

000000 1 1111110000001111 1 ToTCTB = 56.25 ns
leading edge trailing edge

cThis is also important for tracking, since the leading edge corresponds to the drift time.
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Figure 5.3: Geometry dependence of the Time-over-Threshold. For a track crossing a
straw near the wire, the clusters arrive significantly shifted in time, broadening the signal
and modifying the ToT dependence on R.

The current definition: The definition used since ATHENA 13 (denoted ToTp) is iden-
tical to the former definition, but with one exception. For the trailing edge at
least one preceding zero-bit is required, the leading edge (l. e.) is treated as be-
fore. Events in which no trailing edge (t. e.) was found are assigned a zero ToT,
even if a leading edge could be determined.

000000 1
l. e.

11111 1
t. e.

000000 11111︸ ︷︷ ︸
rejected

ToTp = 21.875 ns

The examples clearly show how large the effect can be for a given case. The ToT values
vary by more than 50% for different definitions. Although the example is not the most
common case, it clarifies that the definition will have to be chosen carefully.

5.4 Geometrical Dependence of the ToT

It was shown in the previous sections that the ToT in principle can be used as an
estimate for the energy loss in a straw, dE. The essential argument is the correlation
between the pulse height and its width. However, if dE/dx is to be estimated by ToT,
assuming a proportionality between the two can only be correct if the distance from the
wire, R, is the same for all considerations. Two signals induced by the same particle at
the same energy but for different R will in general not result in the same ToT, even if
the energy loss in this case was exactly the same.

Figure 5.3 shows a section of several straw layers. For simplicity it is assumed that
a track crossing some of the straws has a perpendicular incidence to the wire. From
the sketch it is obvious that in order to obtain dE/dx, an energy loss would have to
be corrected for the traversed length in the straw, L, which depends on the geometry
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of the drift tube and in this case on R and R0 only. Thus, if the previously mentioned
assumption ToT∼dE is valid, the mean Time-over-Threshold is given by

〈ToT〉 ∼
〈
dE
dx

〉
· L . (5.2)

However, there is an additional effect to be taken into account which will mod-
ify (5.2). It can be seen in the figure that for the case R≈R0 the clusters which are
created near the distance of closest approach will arrive at the wire first while the clus-
ters created close to the straw walls will need more time. In this case, however, the
difference is not significant and will vanish as R→ R0. In contrast, in the second case
the effect is much more pronounced, since R and R0 are significantly distinct from each
other. The clusters will arrive considerably shifted in time and cause a broader signal.

As a matter of fact, a particle will always pass wires at different R in successive
straws along a track. In order to measure 〈dE/dx〉, it is necessary to perform as many
measurements as possible and the different measurements will have to be combined in
order to obtain a reliable estimator for 〈dE/dx〉. This can only be done correctly, if
the single measurements are independent of R. Developing a method to implement this
geometry correction is an important step on the way towards dE/dx measurements
with the TRT and will be discussed in detail later.

5.5 Gas Gain Stability

A stable gas gain is one of the most important requirements for dE/dx measurements.
A variation in the gas gain directly corresponds to a shift of the Bethe-Bloch curve along
the dE/dx-axis (see figure 4.2), because the signal height (or the signal width, like in
the case of the ToT) gets larger or smaller. Particle identification will be impossible in
this case.

In the first place, the gas gain, G, depends on the particle density of the gas, n, and
the high voltage, U . Fluctuations of the high voltage usually are of minor importance,
since the voltage can typically be controlled precisely enough. However, an unwanted
change in high voltage will be severe, because as a rule of thumb [28] it is

∆G
G
≈ 15 . . . 20

∆U
U

. (5.3)

In contrast, for a variation ∆n of the gas density a second rule of thumb [28] is

∆G
G
≈ −(4 . . . 6)

∆n
n

. (5.4)

Altough the gas gain is less sensitive to fluctuations of n, they are more difficult to
handle. If the density increases at constant high voltage, e. g. because the gas pressure
increases, the particles in the developing avalanche at the wire have a smaller mean free
path and therefore a smaller probability to gain enough energy between two collisions
to liberate an additional electron. Hence, a higher gas density will result in a smaller
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gas gain, in other words, n and G are anti-correlated which is taken care for by the
minus sign in (5.4).

The gas can be sufficiently well described by an ideal gas. Accordingly, the gas
density, n, the temperature, T , pressure p, and the ideal gas constant, R, are related by

n =
p

RT
. (5.5)

The temperature dependence is the more important one for the detector, as p is not
expected to vary much during operation. Short and long term fluctuations, like periodic
day and night cycles or high pressure areas may influence the gas gain, though the
detector is situated below the surface. In particular, local changes in temperature
can be decisive, e. g. because of heaters, electronics or inhomogeneous cooling in some
detector areas.

To face this situation, the TRT will be equipped with a gas gain stabilisation sys-
tem [18, 39]. It will consist of two independent reference boxes with eight TRT straws
each and will be supplied by the TRT gas systems. Thus, the gas composition and
the pressure can be considered the same as for the TRT. The gas inside the reference
straws will be constantly ionised by X-ray photons of a 55Fe radiation source with a well
known transition energy. The system will accumulate signals from the reference straws
and regularly perform a fit of the peak position of the recorded pulse height spectrum.
The variation of the peak position directly corresponds to a variation of the gas gain
and the system will adjust the high voltage in a way that a constant peak position is
obtained.

If the temperature inside the reference boxes was the same as for the TRT, this
procedure would be sufficient. However, the reference system will be situated at a larger
distance from the detector and so corrections have to be applied. The temperature will
be measured inside the TRT and inside the reference boxes. The determined high
voltage setting will be corrected for the temperature difference between the reference
system and the TRT, ∆T , according to the following formula [18]:

∆U = −2.13
[
V

deg

]
∆T . (5.6)

It is not yet clear how the temperature will be measured inside the TRT, how many
sensors will be installed and how the performance of the stabilisation system in the
ATLAS underground area will be. For dE/dx measurements reliability and precision of
the system will be a crucial point. It should finally be mentioned that the attempts to
stabilise the gas gain are mainly driven by the needs for a good tracking performance.
The latter is less sensitive to gas gain variations, so the precision of the system might
not be designed to be as good as needed for dE/dx measurements.
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Chapter 6

TRT Detector Simulation Studies

In real data, like the data of the ATLAS Combined Test Beam, the true energy loss
is obviously not known or at least would have to be measured by other means for a
calibration of a dE/dx method. In order to study the relationship between Time-over-
Threshold and the energy loss, dE, a simulation is most helpful. Depending on the
complexity of the physical effects, it can be of advantage to have a more or less detailed
simulation of the processes.

In principle, a Monte Carlo simulation of Combined Test Beam data can contain
all the needed Monte Carlo truth information for the dE/dx studies, using an official
and mature detector simulation. Unfortunately, the test beam Monte Carlo samples do
not contain the necessary information by default. Since only truth information from
the generator level is included in the Monte Carlo samples, the idea of simply adjusting
existing variables and using existing structures in the code to write out the variables of
interest also had to be abandoned. For a modification of the Monte Carlo programme
more specific knowledge of the whole production chain is needed which would take too
long.

Instead, a rather simple way could be found to use the existing TRT detector sim-
ulation and to obtain the desired information. However, the procedure is decoupled
from the official CTB Monte Carlo. The result is a digitisation stand-alone simulation
which uses the same settings and features for the TRT like the full test beam Monte
Carlo but does include other ATLAS sub-detectors or the propagation of a particle
through the test beam setup. This also means that no particle tracks can be simulated
with this setup. Consequently, no transition radiation simulation can be carried out,
since this requires particles to traverse the radiators. The simulation is able to perform
single straw crossings only. Yet, these disadvantages mean almost no restriction to
the considerations the simulation is intended for. Even more flexibility with respect to
modifications as well as more speed in simulation is gained. The following section will
summarise the implementation of the physical processes simulated in the TRT detector
simulation.
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6.1 The TRT Detector Simulation

The TRT detector simulation is performed by the TRT_Digitization package which
handles the simulation steps produced and handed over by the simulation toolkit GEANT a

and simulates the physical processes in the active gas system as well as the signal
processing by the front-end electronics. Among other things this implies the ionisation
process, electron drift, gas multiplication and the analogue to digital conversion in the
front-end electronics. Since the drift time measurement is the central functionality of the
TRT and most important for tracking, the simulation has to maintain accurate timing
throughout the complete simulation chain. Furthermore, the digitisation handles the
pile-up of different bunch crossings and minimum bias events by merging all relevant
simulated hits before performing the detector simulation. Technically, the high rate of
O(1015) straw crossings and O(1016) ionisation clusters demand for excellent efficiency
of the digitisation code. The following sections will give a short summary of the features
and the comprehension of the TRT digitisation. For an in-depth discussion, the reader
is referred to [34].

6.1.1 Simulation of the Signal Generation

The simulation of the energy loss in the TRT gas mixture relies on the PAI model
(see section 4.1.3) which numerically calculates the ionisation cross-section for a given
gas and relativistic γ-factor, using the tabulated photo-absorption cross-section of the
gas. Two parametrisations of the cross-section for the TRT gas mixture are shown in
figure 6.1a. The edges at values of several keV are the reason for the choice of xenon as
absorber of the transition radiation photons. The resulting energy distribution of the
primary ionisation clusters can be seen in figure 6.1b.

The number of electrons in a cluster is determined by a Poissonian distribution
around a mean value given by the ratio of the deposited energy and an effective mean
ionisation potential of the gas. The CO2 and O2 fraction of the gas mixture partially lead
to energy losses by excitation of rotational and vibrational modes instead of ionisation
processes, resulting in a larger effective ionisation potential than the theoretical value
of 12 eV. The absorption of transition radiation photons is assumed to take place in a
single xenon atom, causing a big cluster with several hundred freed electrons. Since
GEANT overestimates the number of TR photons in the barrel, due to ideal radiator
spacings, 20% of them are neglected by the digitisation code.

The simulation of the electron drift is based on detailed simulations with and without
magnetic field, taking diffusion into account. In order to meet the constraints of an
efficient and fast simulation, the results of the more detailed simulations are used for
simpler parametrisations. For the barrel straws a constant and parallel magnetic field of
2T is assumed, while for the end-caps the field strength and direction is approximated
as 2T×sin θ. The diffusion spread of the R-t-relationship is parametrised by Gaussian
spreads around the mean value. The absolute spread increases for larger R, as more

aGEometry ANd Tracking: Platform for the simulation of the passage of particles through matter,
implying tools for detector geometry, tracking, detector response, run management and visualisation.
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6.1 The TRT Detector Simulation

(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: (a) Photo-absorption cross-section for the TRT gas [34]. The Sandia
parametrisation is available in GEANT, direct parametrisation due to I.Gravilenko. (b) Re-
sulting distributions for the energy deposit in the primary ionisation clusters [34].

random collisions with the surrounding atoms are possible.
The simulation of the gas gain is again based on parametrisations of detailed simu-

lations. At a distance of ∼150 µm the field strength is high enough to induce secondary
ionisation, causing an electron cascade. Due to reattachment of electrons to electroneg-
ative gases, mostly O2, the gas gain is not constant for R > 150 µm. Moreover, the
attachment probability depends on the field strength. As a second effect a reduced
gas gain for clusters with R < 150 µm is accounted for. In such small distances from
the wire the avalanche can not fully develop, since less collisions can be performed un-
til the cascade reaches the wire. The simulation of the gas multiplication is modelled
by a parametrisation of the mean gas gain factor multiplied by an exponential factor
accounting for the fluctuations in the cascade developments. The reattachment is im-
plemented as a flat probability of 0.6, reducing the number of arriving electrons by the
same factor.

6.1.2 Simulation of Signal Development and Processing

Having reached the wire the signal has to propagate through at least a part of the wire
until it is read out. This is especially important for the barrel straws, since they are
much longer than the end-cap straws. The signal travels at about 0.75 c and is divided
into two parts with one of them reaching the electronics directly and the other one being
reflected at the other end of the straw and arriving shifted in time. This is accounted
for by implementing simple run time differences of the signal parts.

Due to the unknown signal normalisation an amplification is not implemented in
the digitisation, leaving the absolute tuning to data to the values of the electronics
thresholds. The next step is the shaping of the signal with an appropriate shaping
function also featuring an implicit baseline restoration, in order to suppress the long
ion tails of the signal and keep the straws operational at high occupancy. This is realised
by a small undershoot below the baseline of the shaping function at large times. The
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Chapter 6. TRT Detector Simulation Studies

convolution is done numerically, using a binning of 3.125/4 ns.
The discrimination of the shaped signal against the two thresholds, i. e. the analogue

to digital conversion, ideally is a boolean step function in time. In reality, however, the
discriminators need a finite amount of time to change their state which is implemented
as a settling time of 0.78 ns. Moreover, the simulation accounts for the dead time of
6.25 ns after a setting of the discriminator.

Finally, the digitisation simulates noise effects. On the one hand this implies the
impact of noise on a real signal, causing changes of the bit pattern by setting and
unsetting bits. On the other hand noise will cause false signals in straws without a
real hit. In the latter case cross-talk between nearby straws is an important issue. The
noise modelling is tuned to Combined Test Beam data and implies white noise modifying
the signal amplitudes from event to event as well as channel-to-channel variations of
the low-threshold values and average noise level. Based on this, a straw map featuring
individual noise levels and threshold settings for each straw has been created for ATLAS
and other setups like the Combined Test Beam. For real data, straw condition maps
will be available which then will replace the fake straw maps.

6.2 Production of the Digitisation Datasets

The TRT detector simulation in the TRT_Digitization package usually processes the
simulation hits of GEANT. As discussed before, the TRT Simulation uses the PAI model
(see section 4.1.3) to determine the energy losses in the gas and does not rely on GEANT.
For each step the complete simulation of the signal generation in the straw and the
processing by the electronics is performed.

The present TRT detector simulation was implemented with an additional and inde-
pendent function which initiates a simulation of single straw crossings for given particle
type, energy and angle of incidence in absence of a magnetic field and without the ne-
cessity of already existing hits of former simulation steps. For ATLAS it is obviously
essential to know the behaviour of the TRT in a magnetic field but at the Combined
Test Beam the TRT was situated outside of the magnetic field (see chapter 3). The
above mentioned function determines a distance of closest approach to the wire, using a
uniform distribution between zero and the straw radius. For each of such straw hits the
full TRT simulation is then performed, as discussed in the previous sections, including
an individual noise level for each straw which is taken from a noise map with Gaussian
distributed fluctuations around an average noise level.

The function was modified in a way that in addition to the digit and the distance
from the wire several other variables of interest are contained in the output. This
implies the energy loss in the straw, the angle of incidence, the ToT according to the
definitions discussed in section 5.3 and several more.

An example of the output, as printed out by the digitisation code for 2GeV pions
is shown in table 6.1 on the facing page. As can be seen, the variables are provided in
a human readable form, including the bit pattern (see section 5.2) which was obtained
by decoding the digit.

For the subsequent analysis the data was converted into a more convenient form
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6.3 Simulated Energy Loss

––––––––- Information Header –––––––––-
Particle mass [GeV]: 0.13957
Particle energy [GeV]: 2
charge of particle [e]: 1
Gamma of particle: 14.3297
Particle’s mean free path: 0.203049
Low threshold set [eV]: 300
Number of events to be processed: 2000000
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

START OF ASCII DATA ===>
radius: 1.04539 digit: 389120 energy: 2.01221 digitscheme: 0 00000001 0 11111000 0 00000000
digitschemeLT: 000000011111100000000000 islandsLT: 1 ToT: 18.75 ToT2: 18.75 ToT3: 18.75 HT: 0
cosTheta: 1 lowThreshold: 182.92 relNoiseAmplitude: 5.42379e-05
radius: 1.62337 digit: 3584 energy: 0.312486 digitscheme: 0 00000000 0 00000111 0 00000000
digitschemeLT: 000000000000011100000000 islandsLT: 1 ToT: 9.375 ToT2: 9.375 ToT3: 9.375 HT: 0
cosTheta: 1 lowThreshold: 178.177 relNoiseAmplitude: 4.70808e-05

...
...

...

Table 6.1: Sample output created by the digitisation code.

(ROOT trees). An overview of the available variables in the datasets and their meanings
is given in Table A.1 in the appendix. In order to be able to compare test beam data
and the simulation of the single straw crossings, datasets for electrons and pions at
energies from 2 to 350GeV were produced. The direction of incidence is perpendicular
to the wire for all samples, in order to reproduce the test beam conditions, and the
datasets have statistics of 2 million events each.

6.3 Simulated Energy Loss

The energy loss made available by the simulation datasets represents the complete
energy loss in one straw crossing. As mentioned in section 2.5, attachment of electrons
to electronegative atoms may reduce the number of charges reaching the wire, thus,
leading to a smaller signal. But these effects have to be treated inclusively, in order to
find a relationship between the energy loss and the ToT.

For a known energy loss in the straw, dE, the corresponding dE/dx can easily be
obtained by

dE
dx

=
dE
L

, (6.1)

with L = 2
√
R2

0 −R2
true , (6.2)

where L is the traversed length in the straw, R0 the straw radius and Rtrue the true
distance of closest approach to the wire. Since the computation of the energy loss in
the straw is a customisation of the official digitisation code for the presented analysis,
a consistency check is appropriate and can be made by looking at the R-dependence
of 〈dE 〉 which should be as follows:

〈dE 〉 =
〈
dE
dx

〉
· L . (6.3)
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Figure 6.2: Profile of the dE vs. Rtrue distribution for 2GeV pions. The profile was
calculated with a cut-off condition of dE<25 keV. The fit was performed with a function
proportional to the traversed length in the straw.

The graph in figure 6.2 shows a profile of the two-dimensional dE-Rtrue distribution.
The Landau fluctuations affect this distribution to the full extend. To prevent the
mean values of the profile from becoming subject to the rare but huge energy deposits
in the region far out in the tail of the dE/dx distribution, a cut-off value at 25 keV
was introduced. b The profile was fitted with a function proportional to L, as defined
in (6.2). The fit and the profile are found to be in very good agreement with (6.3).

6.3.1 Low Energy Cut-Off Effect

So far, the energy loss distribution obtained from the digitisation stand-alone datasets
had been examined without any restrictions. However, particles with very small energy
losses will not generate a notable signal in the straw. As a matter of fact, there are
several possibilities why some particles may not leave a signal in the straws.

Low energy loss: The energy loss simply can be very low, either because of low energy
transfer in the collisions themselves or because of a low number of interactions in
the gas. Especially for large distances from the wire the probability of losing less
energy increases significantly, because of the small traversed length.

Attachment: Electrons can get attached to electronegative atoms, like oxygen, and
are thereby lost for the signal generation process. The probability for this process
is of O(60 %) for the drift electrons in the TRT gas, see section 6.1.1 and [34].

bSimulations by M.Hauschild show that the true cut-off value should be about 14 keV, which is
the approximate threshold for δ-electrons to escape the straw volume. Consequently, this should be
considered for future analyses.
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6.3 Simulated Energy Loss

Hence, the probability that clusters do not reach the wire at all is considerably
high and dependends on the distance from the wire. In fact, most of the primary
ionisation clusters will not be able to exceed the low-threshold.

Noise effects: Even if the signal is large enough, noise in the electronics, e. g. a thresh-
old fluctuation, can potentially result in a not exceeded threshold.

In reality the loss of a certain fraction of events which do not leave a notable signal in
the drift tubes will always be the result of a combination of all the mentioned effects.

The event of having a straw without a signal is usually equivalent to a Time-over-
Threshold value of zero, since the signal stays below the low-threshold during the entire
measurement, thus, the track fit will not use these hits. However, with the most recent
definition of the ToT (see section 5.3) in some special cases it is possible that a straw has
a zero ToT, although the signal was above the low-threshold for some time. Yet, for the
test beam zero ToT always corresponds to a bit pattern of zeros only. In the following,
we will always mean the ToT given by the test beam definition (see section 5.3), unless
stated otherwise.

In figures 6.3a, 6.3c and 6.3e on the following page the fraction of electron and
pion events with signal below the low-threshold is drawn versus Rtrue for energies of
2, 9 and 20GeV. The bin content of each R-bin is normalised to the total number of
events of the particle type in question which crossed the straw and were found within
the limits of that specific R-bin. As can be seen, the curves increase steeply with
growing distance from the wire, because the traversed length in the straw becomes
considerably shorter. At the straw tube walls about 80% of the events are lost due to
the effect, roughly independent of energy and particle type. The electron curves are
independent of energy, since their 〈dE/dx〉 is almost constant for E& 2GeV. For the
pion distributions, however, a variation with energy can be observed. As energy rises,
they get closer and closer to the electron distributions, since the 〈dE/dx〉 of the pions
approaches the one of the electrons. Figures 6.3b, 6.3d and 6.3f on the next page show
the dE/dx distributions for electrons and pions at the same energies. It can be observed
that the variations in the distributions for the fraction of the non-signal events in the
straw directly correspond to the development in the Landau distributions of the energy
loss. The electron distributions are constant, while the one for the pions changes its
shape with energy until it almost merges with the electron curve at 20GeV. At low
energy, the fraction of pion events below the low-threshold is larger than the fraction
of electron events. The reason for this is the fact that for pions the dE/dx distribution
leans much more towards lower energy losses than the one of the electrons. Hence, there
is a higher probability for small energy transfers in the collisions, leading to a higher
fraction of signals too small to exceed the low-threshold.

The dE/dx distributions also show a little kink right after the most probable value,
followed by a bumpy area in the tail. As energy increases the events in the low energy
area seem to move towards this tail, modifying the shape of the distribution. The reason
for this particular shape is not yet known.
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Figure 6.3: Left hand sides: Fraction of events with a signal below the low threshold
versus Rtrue for electrons (filled red circles) and pions (open blue circles). The events in
each bin are normalised to the total number of events passing the straw in the specific
R-bin. Right hand sides: dE/dx distributions for electrons (hatched red) and pions.
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Figure 6.4: Impact on the mean energy loss, 〈dE 〉, by a constriction towards low energy
losses. The observed mean is shifted by ∆ with respect to the true mean.

The loss of events with small energy deposits, either due to small energy transfer in
the collisions or because of smaller traversed lengths towards the straw tube walls (and
thus less clusters), corresponds to an effective R-dependend restriction of the true dE
spectrum and results in a distinct observed energy loss spectrum. By the term observed
those energy losses are meant which result in a noticeable signal, i. e. events with a
ToT 6=0.

The effect on the mean energy loss, 〈dE 〉, is illustrated in figure 6.4. The removal
of events with zero ToT, i. e. events with a rather low energy loss in the straw, from
the true energy loss distribution is visualised in the figure by an effective constriction of
the spectrum at lower dE. This causes the mean of the distribution to be shifted by ∆
from the true mean energy loss towards a higher value, representing the observed 〈dE 〉.

Figure 6.5 on the next page shows the true and the observed mean energy loss 〈dE 〉,
drawn versus Rtrue for 5GeV pions and the additional cut-off energy loss at 25 keV to
stabilise the mean. Over most of the R-range the observed 〈dE 〉 is slightly shifted
above the true mean energy loss (dashed curve) by an almost R-independent value of
∼0.1 keV. The restrictions on dE are stronger with increasing Rtrue, thus, the shift of
〈dE 〉 becomes significantly larger for Rtrue & 1.6mm, leading to an offset in 〈dE 〉 of
about ∼0.65 keV at the straw tube walls.

It should be noticed that for large Rtrue, 〈dE 〉 therefore is no longer proportional
to the traversed length in the straw, L, but is a more complicated function of Rtrue
and even depends on βγ. Referring to the basic assumption (5.2) of a proportionality
between 〈dE 〉 and the mean ToT, 〈ToT〉, it can already be deduced at this point that
even if additional effects due to the geometry of the straw and the stochastic nature
of the ionisation clusters are neglected, the mean ToT will not be proportional to the
traversed length in the straw.
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Figure 6.5: True (circles) and observed (squares) mean energy loss vs. Rtrue for 5GeV
pions. The dashed curve is a fit proportional to the traversed length in the straw. A
cut-off value of dE<25 keV was applied.
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Figure 6.6: 〈dE 〉 vs. Rtrue before (circles) and after the rejection (squares) of high-
threshold hits for 5GeV pions. Cut-off condition: dE<25 keV.
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6.4 Simulated Time-over-Threshold

6.3.2 High Energy Cut-Off Effect

The high-threshold hits (HT hits) of the TRT mainly originate from transition radiation
(TR) photons but dE/dx also contributes, since the particle is likely to cross the same
straw in which the TR photon is absorbed. c Moreover, collisions with energy transfers
in the Landau tail of the dE/dx distribution are able to cause HT hits even without
transition radiation present. To be sure that the TR effect does not introduce unknown
effects to the dE/dx analysis, hits exceeding the high-threshold were rejected for most
of the test beam analysis (see chapter 8). However, disregarding them also implies a
selective removal of events with large energy deposits in hard collisions. The result is
a similar effect as already discussed for the low-energy cut-off effect in the previous
section. Rejecting high energy deposits, however, leads to a shift of the obtained 〈dE 〉
with respect to the true 〈dE 〉 towards lower values. In figure 6.6 on the facing page the
〈dE 〉 with and without the HT veto is shown for 5GeV pions.

For simplicity, figure 6.6 does not account for the low energy cut-off effect. In order
to acquire the real energy loss distribution observed for the straw tubes, the additional
rejection of events with a ToT of zero has to be implemented. The effect of the com-
bined restrictions on the energy loss in the straw is shown in figure 6.7 on the next
page. Again, the profile was done for 5GeV pions, taking energy losses below 25 keV
into account. By performing the additional veto on high-threshold hits, the mean energy
loss has even more lost its proportionality to L (compare figure 6.5) and is more flat
throughout the complete R-range. It can be seen that the final energy loss distribution
has a similar offset at the straw tube walls as for the rejection of hits with ToT=0 alone.

Figure 6.7 suggests that rejecting high-threshold hits has some shortcomings. While
naturally nothing can be done about the low energy cut-off effect, the high energy cut-
off effect is artificially introduced by the attempt to suppress transition radiation and
study dE/dx processes only. The fraction of high-threshold hits by dE/dx, however,
must expected to be βγ-dependend and as an effect of the introduced rejection of high-
threshold hits, the geometry dependence of 〈dE 〉 inevitably becomes sensitive to this
dependence as well. Since βγ is by definition not known for dE/dx measurements,
these effects cannot be corrected for and therefore are more than undesirable. The
subsequent analysis in chapter 8 will deliver some additional arguments and show that
the high-threshold veto should be dropped for future analyses.

6.4 Simulated Time-over-Threshold

In order to obtain the Time-over-Threshold distributions dependend on Rtrue from the
digitisation stand-alone datasets, similar considerations apply as for the mean energy
loss. In contrast to the energy loss and the distance of closest approach, the ToT is a
derived quantity and depends on the way it is obtained from the bit pattern. Section 6.5

cIt was shown in section 4.2 that the angular distribution of the TR has a sharp maximum at 1/γ
and thus is very forward peaked.
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Figure 6.7: Profile of 〈dE 〉 vs. Rtrue for combined high-threshold (HT) veto and rejection
of hits with ToT= 0 (squares) in relation to the true mean energy loss (circles and fit)
for 5GeV pions. Cut-off condition: dE<25 keV.
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Figure 6.8: Simulated mean Time-over-Threshold vs. Rtrue for 5GeV pions and test
beam definition of the ToT, ToTCTB. Circles: no restrictions, open squares: hits with
ToT = 0 rejected (for better distinction the profile has an additional offset of 0.35 ns),
filled squares: high-threshold hits (HT) and hits with ToT=0 rejected.
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will deal with the effects originating from the choice of the ToT definition (see also
section 5.3).

The observed distributions of 〈dE 〉 were obtained from the true distributions by
rejecting hits with signals below the low-threshold of the electronics which therefore
have a ToT of zero. Additionally high-threshold hits were vetoed, in order to get rid
of transition radiation. It is clear that the discussed effects for the mean energy loss
should translate into an analogous effect on the ToT distributions.

Figure 6.8 on the facing page is a profile of the ToT versus the distance of closest
approach for 5GeV pions. The circles represent the true 〈ToT〉 distribution, without
any restrictions. It can be seen, that the 〈ToT〉 vanishes as Rtrue approaches the straw
radius, R0, showing a very similar behaviour as 〈dE 〉 in figure 6.2 on page 46 . The ob-
served 〈ToT〉, meaning those hits with a signal above the low-threshold (filled squares),
however, is significantly shifted towards higher values over the complete R-range and
features an offset for Rtrue = R0. Hence, the behaviour of the observed mean energy
loss (see figure 6.5) is qualitatively reproduced by the observed mean ToT distribution.
Finally, the profile with the open squares is calculated for all events with a ToT 6= 0,
but this time including high-threshold hits. For a better distinction the distribution has
an additional offset of +0.35 ns. In contrast to the 〈dE 〉 distribution, the impact of the
HT-veto on the mean ToT is rather marginal.

If the signal formation in the straws and the signal processing by the electronics
is sufficiently well described by the TRT digitisation, the profile obtained for events
with a ToT larger then zero should correspond to the one obtained from data, without
applying any restrictions to the latter. A comparison of the ToT distributions of data
and digitisation stand-alone simulation will be given in section 8.1 .

6.5 Impact of Different ToT Definitions

It was already shown in section 5.3 that there are various possibilities to define the
Time-over-Threshold. For the presented analysis the second one of the discussed defi-
nitions in section 5.3, ToTCTB, is the one of interest, since it has been used throughout
the data reconstruction of the Combined Test Beam 2004. It is obvious that an un-
favourable definition of the ToT can potentially degrade the dE/dx performance. For
this reason the impact of different definitions on the ToT distributions has been studied.
Unfortunately, the bit pattern as the basis for recalculating the ToT is not available
in the reconstructed test beam datasets, thus, a comparison using real data is not pos-
sible. d However, assuming that the detector simulation describes the data sufficiently
well, the effects of different ToT definitions on the ToT distributions can be analysed
with the produced digitisation stand-alone datasets.

dFor ATLAS, however, this is possible since ATHENA 13. The digit is stored in the ESD format and
the original information is preserved.
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6.5.1 The Test Beam Time-over-Threshold Definition

The test beam definition or, generally spoken, the definition as to ATHENA 12.0.5 (see
page 37), ToTCTB, is chosen in a way that once a leading edge (the drift time bin) and
a trailing edge have been found, the individual structure of the signal is completely
ignored. All bits in the range are by definition considered set. As an example, one can
eye the following signal (HT bits are not shown):

0000 1 111100000111111 1 000 .
leading edge trailing edge

This bit pattern features two groups of set bits or islands separated by a group of unset
bits. The ToT in this case would be 17×3.125 ns although only 12 bits are set. The
argument for this procedure of ignoring the information of the bit pattern in between
the leading and trailing edge of the signal is that the TRT also has a noise level of
O(1 %), thus, bits can be set or unset as a result of signal fluctuations. The noise in
the TRT has been studied in [34], using Combined Test Beam data and selecting hits
off-track. Also, the noise modelling of the TRT digitisation has been tuned according
to the results of this study (see section 6.1.2). Referring to this analysis, the probability
that a digit entirely created by noise has one island and and features more than 5 set
bits is below 1% (see figures 10.10 and 11.5 in [34]). Consequently, it can be stated
that the chance that the above configuration of a second island with 5 or 7 set bits is
created by noise should be far below 1%. The same can be said concerning the 5 unset
bits in between the islands, if the probability for a bit being unset by noise is roughly
the same as for being set.

In contrast, the most simple and neutral way of defining the ToT is to just count
the set bits and multiply the result by the time frame of 3.125 ns, as defined on page 36.
In the following this definition will be taken as a reference for a comparison with the
test beam definition of the ToT.

Figure 6.9 on the next page shows the profiles obtained for the ToT versus Rtrue
by applying the simple definition, ToTs (circles), and the test beam definition, ToTCTB

(squares), to the bit patterns of 180GeV electron events. Apparently, the test beam
definition on average yields significantly larger values at smaller radii. The reason for
this becomes clear from figure 6.10 on the facing page which shows a two dimensional
histogram of the number of islands or groups of set bits in the bit patterns and the
calculated profile for the distribution (circles). As Rtrue goes from R0 to 0mm, the
mean number of islands increases by ∼50% from 1 to 1.5. Having only one island
means that the bit pattern has no holes of zeros in between set bits. Consequently, a
bit pattern with two islands has one hole of zeros in between two groups of set bits. It
can be stated that in general a signal does not have more than two islands and thus not
more than one hole, while three and more islands are very rare (the figure is restricted
to values of less than 4 islands).

The reason for the observed R-dependence in the mean number of islands in the
bit pattern is the stochastic nature of the ionisation process and the geometry of the
straw. Figure 6.11 on page 56 is a sketch of a track passing near the sense wire and the
corresponding signal. Since the drift distances are very different for the clusters, they
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Figure 6.9: ToTs and ToTCTB as a function of Rtrue for 180GeV electrons.
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Figure 6.11: Formation of islands in the bit pattern by time shift of arriving clusters.

arrive at the wire at different times and there is a lower probability for pile-up. Hence,
for small values of Rtrue it can happen in some cases that there is so much difference
in the arrival times of two clusters that the signal drops below the low-threshold for a
certain period of time, resulting in a series of unset bits in the bit pattern, and then
exceeds the threshold again.

In order to understand the systematic effect introduced by the test beam definition,
it is important to know the influence of noise on the bit pattern, as this is the main jus-
tification for the definition. For this purpose the size of the holes in the bit pattern was
studied as a function of the distance of closest approach to the wire. The Figures 6.12a
and 6.12b on the facing page were done for bit patterns with at least two islands. Fig-
ure 6.12a shows the profiles of the two dimensional histograms for the number of unset
bits in a hole versus Rtrue. As can be seen, the profiles are weakly energy depended,
since the mean free path for pions get smaller with rising energy, thus, the bit patterns
should on average have smaller holes. The 2D distribution of holes as a function of Rtrue
is shown in figure 6.12b as a box plot with the associated profile drawn on top of it. In
contrast to the pion distributions, the electron profiles are independent of energy be-
cause of their almost constant dE/dx. The figures clearly show that the mean number
of zeros per hole increases for smaller radii than 1mm and that most holes have one or
two unset bits. However, larger values of five or six unset bits are also possible in some
rare cases. The probability for larger holes drops faster with increasing Rtrue than those
for smaller ones which seems reasonable, considering the fact that the difference in the
cluster arrival times can be much larger for small radii. For Rtrue &1.4mm the proba-
bility for a single unset bit in a hole finally also drops to the background level which is
caused by noise independent of Rtrue. The profiles in figure 6.12 increase steeply with
Rtrue & 1.2mm and the mean values become subject to larger fluctuations, since the
number of unset bits becomes roughly uniformly distributed.

It can be concluded that the holes in the bit patterns are only dominated by noise
for larger Rtrue. In particular for smaller radii the ToT is systematically overestimated
and depending on the case the effect can be considerable, as was shown for various
examples. The simple ToT definition of counting all set bits, however, on average will
not influence the ToT systematically, although for a single bit pattern this might equally
lead to over or underestimation, due to noise.
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Figure 6.12: (a) mean number of unset bits in bit pattern holes versus Rtrue for 2, 9 and
250GeV pions. (b) number of holes in the bit pattern for 9GeV electrons. The size of
the boxes is proportional to the corresponding bin content, a profile of the distribution
is drawn on top of it.
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6.5.2 The Present Time-over-Threshold Definition

The ToT definition used since ATHENA 13 and the test beam definition are very similar,
both reject the individual structure of the bit patterns between leading and trailing edge.
Thus, the present definition also suffers from the systematic effect at small radii which
was discussed before. However, a difference is implemented concerning the trailing edge.
The present definition does not allow a trailing edge in the very last bit and demands
at least one zero bit before a valid trailing edge (t. e.)

00000 1
l. e.

1111 1
t. e.

0000 111111111︸ ︷︷ ︸
rejected

.

In this case the trailing edge would have been found in the last bit of the first island
and the ToT would be 6×3.125 ns, whereas the test beam definition would have yielded
19×3.125 ns. Defining a trailing edge in this way seems reasonable, because it can not be
assured that the signal dropped below threshold at the end of the 75 ns measurement.
For the leading edge (l. e.), however, there is no such approach. This seems rather
inconsistent, because a very similar argument can be brought forward in this case. For
instance, a leading edge in the very first bit could also originate from a particle of the
previous bunch crossing, thus, it should not be used for tracking or at least ought to be
marked in a specific way. e

The leading edge for a bit pattern like

00000000000000 1
l. e.

111111111

is determined as usual, while the ToT is set to zero. Although a signal like the above
one is flagged as noise later on, f this is rather misleading. For instance, an option could
be to flag these events with a negative ToT.

While the test beam definition leads to a systematic shift of the ToT towards larger
values with respect to the simple definition of counting all set bits, ToTs, the current
definition in cases like the above ones can also yield a smaller ToT or even a ToT of zero.
However, the colour plot in figure 6.13 on the next page illustrates that in most cases
the ToT of the test beam definition, ToTCTB, and the one for the current definition,
ToTp, have the same values. Consequently, except for minimal changes figure 6.9 on
page 55 is the same for the exchange ToTCTB ↔ ToTp.

Apart from its meaning for tracking, the approach of rejecting a trailing edge in the
very last bit is sensitive to noise. The central argument for the test beam definition was
the noise rejection. However, noise must be expected to result not exclusively in bits set
to zero, but also in bits set to one. The latter case reveals another sincere shortcoming
of the test beam definition. If a closer look is taken on the bit patterns that feature a

eThe definition of the leading edge for the drift time, however, can be different from the one for the
ToT, if additional restrictions are applied to the position of the leading edge by the track fit. This can
also lead to a rejection of hits with a leading edge in the very first bit. Since the bit pattern is not
available in the Combined Test Beam datasets (see chapter 8), these effects have not been studied, so
far.

fThis does not necessarily mean that the hits are completely rejected for the track fit.
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Figure 6.13: Logarithmic colour plot of ToTp−ToTCTB over Rtrue for 180GeV electrons.

very large number of unset bits between islands, cases like the following ones are very
common:

100000000000111110000000 (6.4)
000001111110000000000001 (6.5)
010000000000001111000000 (6.6)
000111111000000000000100 . (6.7)

While cases (6.4) and (6.5) could be handled by requesting a trailing edge, like in the
current definition, and doing the same for the leading edge, cases (6.6) and (6.7) would
still be unaffected, although they are most likely partially caused by to noise. The test
beam and the present definition of the ToT both become subject to additional fluctu-
ations because of the procedure of looking at leading and trailing edge only. For the
individual case these fluctuation can be very large, yielding a ToT which is significantly
distinct from the true value.

As the ToT so far has been barely used for particle identification purposes in ATLAS
and has never been used for directly studying the energy loss in the TRT straws, no effort
has been put into the development of a more sophisticated algorithm which handles such
situations with care and with respect to retaining the information of the bit pattern as
best as possible.

For dE/dx measurements an adequate ToT definition might be absolutely essential.
Judging from the analysis that has been performed up to this point, the best choice
seems to be a definition which is based on the simple definition, counting the set bits
only and additionally checking for a valid trailing and leading edge. Furthermore, a
rejection of single set bits which are significantly separated from a larger island, like in
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the above examples, can be thought of. Finally, the hits featuring irregular bit patterns
should be flagged in a specific way, in order to make the track fit aware of it. Since the
track fit uses the ToT for noise removal, it could also benefit from a more appropriate
definition.
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Chapter 7

Event Selection of Test Beam Data

This chapter will give information on the reconstruction of the Combined Test Beam real
data and the full test beam Monte Carlo simulation, including the available datasets.
Furthermore, the data selection procedure and the particle identification for real data
are discussed. The development of the particle identification procedure has been an
effort of the Copenhagen TRT group [29].

7.1 Available Test Beam Data

In this section only the so called combined runs will be discussed in which, apart from
some temporary exceptions, all sub-detectors of ATLAS were operational. The data
for the combined runs were taken from 24th of September to 15th of November 2004.
Detailed run lists of this run period can be found in [35] and [26]. The available beam
energies reach from 1 to 350GeV, with and without B-field, a and the beam mainly
consisted of electrons, pions and muons. Additionally, some dedicated photon and
proton runs were taken as well. For dE/dx studies proton runs at low energies would be
desirable, unfortunately, it turned out that the available data can not be reconstructed
with the usual setup, since the SCT did not work during the period of time in question.

During most of the runs specific particle types were accumulated in the beam by
inserting special filters into the beamline, as described in chapter 3. Those are called
electron and pion runs, depending on the filter. Yet, for an analysis in which the
knowledge of the particle type is vital this is not enough and some additional particle
identification had to be performed, in order to obtain pure calibration samples for
dE/dx studies. The procedure for this will be discussed later in section 7.4.

It was mentioned before that two different beamlines were used for low energy
(1–9GeV) and high energy runs (≥ 20GeV), respectively. For the low energy runs
the beam was negatively charged and was pointed to the lower part of the TRT, i. e. the
lower wedge in figure 3.2 on page 23, in a way that particle tracks were bent into the
upper modules during the B-field runs. For high energy runs, however, the situation
was inverted, using a positively charged beam while at the same time the TRT modules

aIt should be mentioned again that the TRT was situated outside of the magnet for all runs.
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Figure 7.1: TRT areas hit by the beam during low and high energy runs. Each event
display shows several hundred superimposed events for a run with B-field (red) and
without (blue), respectively.
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were lowered such that the upper wedge was penetrated and the beam was bent into the
lower one for B-field runs. This procedure has the clear disadvantage that high and low
energy runs never hit the same detector parts for the same B-field setting, especially
for those runs without B-field at all. Figure 7.1 shows the areas where the beam hit
the TRT modules during low and high energy runs. The event displays were created
by superimposing several events for runs with (red) and without B-field (blue). As the
barrel straws are oriented in z direction, the incidence of the beam is perpendicular,
except for small deviations by a beam divergence in z.

7.2 Test Beam Monte Carlo Simulation

The Combined Test Beam Simulation is performed by the test beam simulation package,
CTB_G4Sim, and implies the event generation, simulation and digitisation steps.

The event generation employs the ParticleGenerator Monte Carlo generator, cre-
ating single particle events with defined η, distance from the beamline and energy.
GEANT (see footnote on page 42) receives these parameters, and simulates the propaga-
tion of the particles through the complete Combined Test Beam setup, excluding the
beamline instrumentation like the Čerencov detectors and scintillators.

The simulation implies all the physical processes and interactions inside the active
detectors and the dead material, like ionisation, Bremsstrahlung and multiple scatter-
ing. The relevant processes for the signal generation in the TRT are the formation of
transition radiation in the radiators, the absorption of the X-ray photons by the xenon
gas, as well as the determination of the exact location in which a straw was passed.
The ionisation process and the energy deposition, however, is determined by the more
reliable PAI model (see section 4.1.3).

On the basis of the simulation hits the detector dependent digitisation step simulates
the signal development and the signal processing of the electronics. For the TRT this
is done by the TRT_Digitization package (see section 6.1), thus the same detector
simulation is used as for the digitisation stand-alone simulation of single straw crossings
which was discussed in chapter 6. The major differences of the full MC simulation and
the stand-alone simulation are the additionally considered transition radiation and the
formation of tracks by successive hits.

The digitisation step delivers simulated raw data, so called bytestream, which is
identically structured as the one for real data and can be processed by the test beam
reconstruction package.

7.3 Event Reconstruction

The reconstruction was done using the test beam reconstruction package, RecExTB,
and ATHENA 12.0.6/12.0.95 . RecExTB is capable of reconstructing both the real data
bytestream and simulated bytestream. In this way it can be assured that data and sim-
ulation are reconstructed using the same code, in order to provide comparable samples.
The tracking of the test beam events was done using the default CTBTracking algorithm
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which uses information from the pixel detector, the SCT and the TRT. Nevertheless, the
individual track fits by the three sub-detectors are available in the resulting datasets.

The tracking information is obviously indispensable for a dE/dx analysis, since it
is the combined energy loss information of the hits along a track and not the individual
measurement making a particle identification possible. Unfortunately, for the recon-
structed test beam data the Time-over-Threshold is not available for each hit along a
track by default. Although the track fit uses the ToT information of the TRT hits at the
so called drift circle stage b of the data reconstruction, the information is not handed
over to a corresponding variable in the final datasets. This problem could be solved by
adjusting the responsible code accordingly and adding an additional ToT variable to
the datasets.

About 2.2 million events of real data and 0.6 million simulated events have been re-
constructed using the above customisation. Table A.3 in the appendix gives an overview
of the runs used for analysis and the important conditions under which the data were
taken, such as beam energy and additional material inserted into the Inner Detector.
Only the last four digits of the run numbers are shown in the table. In order to ob-
tain the complete run number, they have to be preceded with the three digits 210.
Nrun is the total number of events which was reconstructed for the specific run. The
particle-specific numbers Nπ, Ne and Nµ were obtained from particle identification (see
section 7.4). The beam type (i. e. whether a specific beam filter was used to accumulate
a particle species) is not indicated in the table, as the information on this is rather
inconsistent and contradictory.

On average the simulated datasets have significantly less statistics than the real data,
being between several hundreds and 10 k events per particle type and run. However,
this is not really an issue for the dE/dx analysis, since the simulation datasets have
only been used for some basic comparisons with data, so far. For the time being only
electron and pion samples have been simulated, using the same settings as for data. c

For this reason the same run numbering scheme as for data has been used in table A.2
in the appendix, which shows all simulated datasets available. It should be noted that
some runs have not been simulated yet, this essentially applies to muon runs (compare
with table A.3).

In figure 7.2 on the facing page a typical test beam event in the TRT is depicted in
a simple event display. Mostly they are rather clean and have one track only. Different
colours have been used to distinguish between the different categories of TRT hits. Hits
which were found to be noise or off-track are shown in yellow while low-threshold hits
and high-threshold hits are marked blue and red, respectively.

bIn order to create a drift circle object, the digital timing information for the leading edge is
calculated into a distance from the wire, using the raw drift time, the R-t-relationship and the individual
time offsets, t0, of the straws.

cThis implies the different alignment settings and calibration constants for the reconstruction.
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Figure 7.2: A typical test beam event in the TRT. Yellow: noise hits, blue: low-threshold
hits, red: high-threshold hits.

7.4 Calibration Samples and Particle Identification

The purpose of the presented studies is to measure a Time-over-Threshold-based vari-
able for particle tracks in the TRT and to establish a relationship between this variable
and the dE/dx of the particular particle. In order to perform this analysis, presamples
with known particle type are necessary. As the test beam simulation is not reliable
enough with respect to particle identification, the data selection relies on real data only.
This section will present the separation variables and methods used in order to obtain
clean samples of electrons, pions and muons which can be used for the dE/dx analysis.

7.4.1 General Selection Criteria

The test beam datasets are simple ROOT ntuples and contain basic datatypes which
somewhat limit the ability to distinguish between objects belonging to different tracks.
Especially in the case where several tracks are found in the TRT but only a single cluster
in the calorimeter, it can not be decided whether the cluster was created by only one
or more particles and which of the tracks belong to them. Although the test beam
events are rather clean, a considerable fraction of them has this kind of ambiguities.
The following general selection criteria were applied, in order to minimise the fraction
of such events.

One global track: If a particle could be tracked consistently from the pixels to the
calorimeter with local tracks in all three inner detector components, this is called
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a global track. Since most test beam events have only one global track this cut
retains about 79% of the total events.

One track in the TRT: Even if the event has one global track only, there can be
several local tracks in the TRT. The additional cut on only one track in the TRT
retains about 60% of the total events.

At least one TRT hit: Since there seems to be an intrinsic cut on the number of
TRT hits, this cut effectively corresponds to a minimum number of 25 hits on the
selected tracks and removes only events with zero hits. d About 55% of the total
events remain at this point.

One ECAL cluster: The requirement of exactly one cluster in the LAr calorimeter
removes another 2% of the events. In fact, there are no events with more than
one cluster and very few with no cluster at all.

Hence, about 52% of all the available events were passed on to the particle identification
procedure.

7.4.2 Particle Identification

The employed detector components are the LAr calorimeter, the tile calorimeter as
well as the Čerenkov detector and the muon tag scintillator, which were part of the
beamline instrumentation (see section 3.2). For the resulting set of separation variables
the following procedure was used to find appropriate and stable cut values for all the
variables.

Considering a single separation variable, cuts on all other separation variables were
performed. With the obtained pseudo-samples of particles a better cut value could
be chosen for the distribution of the variable in question. This procedure was done
for all separation variables and iteratively repeated until stable cuts were found. For
additional information on the method at an earlier stage of the development the reader
is referred to [29]. The following separation variables were used:

Cher: Čerenkov detector counts.

MuTag: Signal amplitude of the muon tag scintillator.

LArF: Total energy deposited in the LAr calorimeter (sum of presampler and the three
samplings), normalised to the beam energy.

EMF1: Energy deposited in the first sampling of the LAr calorimeter, normalised to
the beam energy.

LMuE: Energy deposit of a muon candidate in the LAr calorimeter

dObviously, tracks with zero hits should not exist but are created in some mysterious way by the
reconstruction.
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LMuNs: Number of LAr strip cells for a muon candidate having an energy content
larger than zero.

LMuNm: Number of LAr middle cells for a muon candidate having an energy content
larger than zero.

TileF: Total energy deposited in the tile calorimeter (sum of all three samplings),
normalised to the beam energy. The clusters were defined by a topological cluster
algorithm. e The topo cluster was requested to be sufficiently close in space to the
LAr cluster. If there were several topo clusters, the closest one was determined.

Tile2: Energy deposited in the second sampling of the tile calorimeter, normalised to
the beam energy.

TMuPr: Probability that the energy loss in the tile calorimeter is caused by dE/dx
(Landau tail) of a muon. This separation variable is based on theoretical predic-
tions and does not use variables from the test beam datasets.

In order to identify the particle type of a specific event, the value of each separation
variable was compared with the signatures of electrons, pions and muons which are
given by the determined cut values for the separation variables. Technically, several
logical conditions were tested and a particle was defined as of a specific type if it passed
all the conditions defining this type. Figure 7.3 illustrates the described procedure. The
total energy loss in the LAr calorimeter normalised to the beam energy (LArF) is shown
for electrons (solid), pions (dashed) and muons (hatched) at 20GeV. The samples for
each particle type were obtained by performing appropriate cuts on the other separation
variables. The resulting distributions were used to optimise the cut values for the LAr
variable. Depending on the particle type not all of the separation criteria were used.
For instance, in order to test whether a particular event is an electron, no cuts involving
the TMuPr variable had to be passed. Table A.6 in the appendix summarises the used
variables of the test beam datasets and their meanings. For a more comprehensive list
of the available variables in the datasets see [15].

The separation performance of the different variables was checked by determining
the efficiencies and misidentification efficiencies for a cut on a specific particle type on
the basis of reference samples which were obtained with the other separation variables.
Since the variables using the LAr and tile calorimeter are significantly correlated among
each other, they were combined to a common LAr and Tile group, respectively. The
final particle separation for the calibration samples was done with the above non-TRT
variables only. For the efficiency calculations of the separation variables, however, an
additional TRT variable was used, in order to improve the purity of the samples used
as a reference for the calculations.

TRT: Number of high-threshold hits divided by number of low-threshold hits per track
NHT/NLT, as a measurement of transition radiation.

eThe topological cluster finder groups cells based on their relations to neighbouring cells and the
significance of their energy content.
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Figure 7.3: Energy fraction deposited in the LAr calorimeter (LArF) for electrons, pions
and muons at 20GeV. The samples were obtained by performing appropriate cuts on
the other separation variables.

May εxy denote the fraction of particles of type y passing a cut on particle type x
for a given separation variable and momentum. Consequently, εxx is the efficiency of
retaining particles of type x after the cut on this particle type, while the εxy with y 6=x
represent the associated misidentification efficiencies. For each detector the εxy have
been obtained with approximately clean samples for electrons, pions and muons which
were identified by cutting on all other separation variables (including the above TRT
variable, if applicable). The efficiencies obtained for the Combined Test Beam datasets
with each of the five detectors Cher, TRT, LAr, Tile and MuTag are given in Tables A.4
and A.5 in the appendix for beam energies between 1 and 180GeV.

Assuming that the groups of separation variables for the different detectors are
roughly independent of one another, the overall efficiencies and misidentification effi-
ciencies εxy for the obtained samples are given by

εxy =
∏

cut6=TRT

εxy with x, y = e, π, µ (7.1)

and εx ≡ εxx .

Here, the TRT efficiencies have to be omitted, since the TRT variable was not used for
the selection of the final calibration samples.

The particle identification for the calibration samples, using the non-TRT-variables
only, provides the total numbers of identified electrons, pions and muons (Ne, Nπ and
Nµ), as shown in table A.3 in the appendix. If (7.1) is justified, the absolute and relative
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energy
[GeV] %π %e %µ (Ntrue−Nest)/Ntrue

1 0.030 0.117 — 0.505
2 0.332 0.002 0.038 0.205
3 0.001 <0.001 — −0.030
5 <0.001 <0.001 — −0.038
9 0.019 <0.001 <0.001 0.280
20 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.026
50 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 −0.004
80 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 −0.018

100 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 −0.010
180 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 −0.017

Table 7.1: Impurities %π/e/µ of the calibration samples at 1–180GeV. The last column
represents the relative deviation of the estimated number of particles in the datasets
from the true value.

impurities can be estimated by

Nx
y = εxy ·Ny (7.2)

%x =
1
Nx

∑
y 6=x

Nx
y with x, y = e, π, µ . (7.3)

Here, Nx
y denotes the number of misidentified particles of type y in a sample of type

x, while %x is the estimated impurity of the sample, as given in table 7.1 for beam
energies between 1 and 180GeV. At most energies the impurities of the samples could
be estimated as below 0.1%. The larger impurities for the pion samples at 1–2GeV
mostly originate from misidentified muons. Muon impurities for overall efficiencies
εµ<0.01 have been omitted in the table.

Finally, the last column in table 7.1 provides the results of a check whether the
estimated total number of particles,

Nest =
Ne

εe
+
Nπ

επ
+
Nµ

εµ
(7.4)

matches the true number of particles in the datasets, Ntrue. The goodness of their
agreement represents a degree of confidence in the validity of (7.1) and the obtained
impurities. It can be seen that the relative deviation from the true number of events is
below 4% for most samples but there are significant deviations at 1, 2 and 9GeV, both
due to correlations of the separation variables and very small very uncertain efficiencies.
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Chapter 8

Combined Test Beam Analysis

The Combined Test Beam data give a direct insight into the performance of the TRT
alone and in combination with other sub-detectors, since the setup is largely similar
to the one in ATLAS. Not only does this include the ability to test and improve the
detector simulation and the inner detector tracking algorithms, it also allows for the
analysis of so far unknown or uncared systematic effects, serving as pre-studies for
ATLAS and possibly leading to a better understanding of the detector.

Although heavier beam particles and smaller beam energies than the minimum of
1GeV for the test beam data could be desired, the setup is well suited for a first approach
to dE/dx studies. Reasons for this are the well defined and clean events, the constant
and perpendicular angle of incidence to the straw tubes and the fact that there was no
B-field inside the TRT modules. Especially the last point mentioned will not be true
for ATLAS but for the time being this lower complexity of the TRT setup may help to
understand effects more easily.

8.1 Time-over-Threshold Distributions

8.1.1 ToT Correction and Geometry Dependence

Having obtained the particle samples of the Combined Test Beam datasets, as discussed
in the previous chapter, the Time-over-Threshold information of the TRT can now be
analysed as a function of momentum and particle type. Since the ionisation process is
dependent on βγ only, this should directly translate into a βγ dependence of the ToT.
As a first step, however, the reconstructed ToT available in the calibration samples
should be corrected for a bug in the reconstruction software, causing the ToT values
to be systematically 3.125 ns too low for all ToT values, except for zero. The latter is
assigned a ToT of −78.125 ns.

Since the relative effects in ToT between different particle types are of interest, this
constant shift should not affect the results of the dE/dx studies. Nevertheless, in the
following all distributions and calculations using the reconstructed ToT will account for
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Figure 8.1: ToT versus Rtrack for 5GeV pions. Box plot with the corresponding profile
drawn on top, using real data without B-field and low-threshold hits only. Entries at
|Rtrack|>2mm are created by the track fit due to large errors of Rtrack.

this systematic shift by recalculating the ToT appropriately

ToT 6= −78.125 ns −→ ToT + 3.125 ns
ToT = −78.125 ns −→ ToT = 0 ns .

It was shown in chapters 5 and 6 that correcting the ToT for geometrical effects is
an important issue to be considered, in order to obtain a ToT variable which directly
corresponds to dE/dx. Thus, the distribution connected with this problem is the cor-
relation between the ToT and the distance of closest approach to the wire, R. The
latter is basically given by the drift radius in the straw tubes which itself is obtained
from the drift time via the R-t-relationship. However, a more accurate measurement
for R is given by the distance from the wire determined by the track fit (in this case
the combined fit of all inner detector components), denoted by Rtrack. The pattern
recognition of the track fit is capable of determining the side of the wire a on which the
particle crossed the straw tube, introducing an additional sign of Rtrack. The natural
limits for Rtrack are the straw tube dimensions of ±2mm in radius, but larger values
are also accepted if their errors are compatible with this range.

Figure 8.1 is a two-dimensional box plot of the ToT-Rtrack relationship. In this
case low-threshold hits of 5GeV pion events for runs without B-field were used. The
high-threshold hits were rejected, in order to remove transition radiation hits. On top
of the two-dimensional distribution the profile values are indicated by circles. The slope

aIn general these are called the left and right sides of the wire, the exact meaning of these terms is
dependent on the definition and will be discussed later.
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8.1 Time-over-Threshold Distributions

of the profile shows a decline in the area |Rtrack| . 0.2mm where the mean free path
of the particle and the true distance of closest approach from the wire are roughly of
the same magnitude. Thus, the ToT is most sensitive to the small number of ionisation
clusters and their difference in the arrival time. The chance that the cluster closest to
the wire is not created in the true distance of closest approach but significantly further
away is very high, therefore the arrival at the wire is likely to be too late. Since the ToT
approximately is the difference between leading and trailing edge of the signal, i. e. the
difference in arrival time of the first and the last cluster, the ToT is on average smaller
than it would be expected for an infinite number of clusters and a uniform distribution
along the track. Close to the sense wire this effect pulls the slope of the shown profile
down to smaller values, while at the same time the spread of the distribution in direction
of the ToT becomes larger, as visible in figure 8.1 .

8.1.2 Comparison with Monte Carlo Simulations

In chapter 6 the ToT-Rtrue relationship and related effects have been studied for the
digitisation stand-alone simulation of single straw crossings (DSS). It is now possible to
compare the results of these studies with test beam data and the full test beam Monte
Carlo (FMC), as introduced in section 7.2 .

It was shown that, in order to obtain those ToT distributions for the DSS which
correspond to the observed ones in data, it is necessary to reject the events that have a
ToT of zero. In the presented study it has been decided to reject the high-threshold hits,
in order to suppress transition radiation. In this case the unavoidable removal of high-
threshold hits caused by energy transfers in the Landau tail of the dE/dx distribution
also changes the shape of the distribution for the mean energy loss, 〈dE 〉, in the straw
(see section 6.3.2). However, the effect of this restriction on the distribution for the
mean ToT versus Rtrue was shown to be rather small.

As a complement to figure 8.1, the figures 8.2a and 8.2b on the next page show
the obtained two-dimensional (2D) distributions for the ToT versus R as well as their
profiles for 5GeV pions, using the above mentioned restrictions and conditions. It
should be noted that for data and FMC Rtrack could be used as the distance of closest
approach to the wire. As a result of the particular setup, Rtrack is not available for the
DSS (see chapter 6), thus, Rtrue is used instead.

The 2D distributions basically have the shape of an inverted ’V’, especially those for
data and FMC. The overall qualitative agreement of the latter two seems to be quite
good, nevertheless, there are some quantitative differences in the distribution of the
events in the ToT-R plane, leading to differently shaped profiles. First of all, the FMC
distribution is wider in R-direction for ToT.18 ns, leading to a more triangular shape.
For larger ToT, however, the FMC shows slightly smaller contributions in the centre
part of the distribution – right below the peaks of the profiles – and has significantly
less statistics in the right and left legs of the inverted ’V’, as well as in the peak above
the centre. Looking at the region |Rtrack|<0.2mm the FMC distribution looks almost
flat and homogeneous in the upper part, declining slowly towards smaller ToT. The
2D data distribution has two pronounced legs with clear centres of gravity which merge
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(a) Digitisation stand-alone simulation for ToTCTB. Low-threshold
hits only and rejection of hits with ToTCTB =0.
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(b) Full test beam Monte Carlo (FMC), low-threshold hits only.

Figure 8.2: ToT-R distributions for digitisation stand-alone simulation (DSS) and full
test beam Monte Carlo (FMC). Box plots with the corresponding profiles drawn on top
for 5GeV pions. The distance of closest approach to the wire is given by Rtrue for (a)
and Rtrack for (b).
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in the peak area above ∼30 ns. Cut-away views in ToT-direction showed that the
distributions at fixed Rtrack in general look Gaussian for data while those for the FMC
have more asymmetric shapes, in particular for small Rtrack. The described differences
in the 2D distributions lead to differently shaped profiles. Since there are less events
in the legs, especially for a ToT above 20 ns, the FMC profile has smaller mean values
and undershoots the data profile for |Rtrack|<1.5mm.

A direct comparison of the ToT-R profiles for data, full test beam Monte Carlo and
digitisation stand-alone simulation at different energies is given in figure 8.3, implying
the profiles at 5GeV in figure 8.1 and 8.2 . Up to 9GeV the FMC profiles have a more
pointed shape at small R and undershoot the data distributions. For energies larger
than 20GeV the data profiles have smaller mean values, leading to a better agreement
in the legs of the distributions and overshoot the FMC for small R. Such a shift of
the data profiles is not expected, since the dE/dx for pions should rise monotonously
for increasing energy. Most likely this change is caused by relative gas gain variations
between low and high energy runs of the test beam data (see section 8.2.1). With rising
energy the profiles for the FMC are constantly moving towards higher values of ToT,
being the expected behaviour caused by dE/dx.

The 2D distributions for the FMC and the DSS in large parts agree with one an-
other. Yet, the DSS distribution in figure 8.2a shows an even more triangular shape
than the FMC distribution in figure 8.2b, because of larger contributions at at small
R for ToT.18 ns. Hence, the DSS distribution shows a very uniform plateau for
|Rtrack|.0.5mm with a small dip in the centre region at ∼20 ns. As a result, the
peak of the DSS profile has a more rounded shape than the FMC profile and looks simi-
lar to the one obtained for data. However, the DSS profiles largely undershoot the data
profiles from 1–9GeV. The agreement of data and DSS profiles is significantly better at
higher energies above 9GeV, as can be seen in figure 8.3 . The shape of the data profiles
is almost reproduced, although the 2D distributions are significantly different.

The fact that the V-like shape is better reproduced by the FMC and that DSS and
FMC use exactly the same detector simulation suggests that the observed differences
are possibly the result of the steps in the simulation chain after the digitisation. Such
differences would affect the FMC distributions but not those of the DSS, since no track-
ing is performed for the latter (see chapter 6). A first possibility are intrinsic cuts
and the selection of certain ToT values by the tracking algorithm, in order to find hits
on a track. b Furthermore, a particular distribution for Rtrack could affect the ToT-R
distributions. Either because hits within a particular range of R are more likely to be
rejected by the track fit or because a redistribution of R values is caused by systematic
errors of the distance of closest approach to the wire.

Figure 8.4 on page 77 shows the R distributions obtained for 20GeV electrons and
normalised to unity. The solid line is the Rtrue probability distribution obtained with
the digitisation stand-alone simulation and shows the expected plateau for medium and
small R. The rounded edges at the straw walls are caused by the removal of events with
zero ToT. It has been shown in section 6.3.1 that such a cut preferentially removes

bSince the drift time and the ToT are anti-correlated, the selection or rejection of certain drift times
would also affect the ToT distributions. Such effects have not been studied yet.
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(c) 9GeV
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(e) 100GeV
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Figure 8.3: ToT-R profiles for data (blue filled circles), full test beam Monte Carlo (red
squares) and digitisation stand-alone simulation (black open circles) at different energies.
All profiles were calculated for pions and low-threshold hits only. R is to be understood
as Rtrue for digitisation stand-alone simulation and as Rtrack for full Monte Carlo and
data.
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Figure 8.4: R distributions (normalised to unity) for data, full test beam Monte Carlo
and digitisation stand-alone simulation. Concerning R the same remarks apply as in
figure 8.3 .

hits with a distance of closest approach comparable with the straw radius. The dashed
line and the short-dashed line are the Rtrack distributions for data and full test beam
Monte Carlo, respectively. Obviously, they are not flat and in addition to the smearing
at |Rtrack|≈2mm there is a dip around Rtrack≈0. Moreover, the distribution for data
appears to be biased towards negative Rtrack. The reason for these differences is not
known yet. The true frequency distribution of the distance of closest approach to the
wire is expected to be flat for both FMC and data. If the correct R-t relationship is
applied, the track fit should also create a flat Rtrack distribution. It is shown in [34]
that the R-t relationship for the TRT has to be determined with adequate care, since
the effects arising from a low number of clusters in the straw result in significant tails of
the Rtrue distribution for a given drift time. In particular for small true distances from
the wire, an inaccurate R-t-relationship will yield too large measured radii, since the
chance of clusters being created not in the distance of closest approach but significantly
further away – i. e. arriving at the wire too late – is very high. As a result of this
redistribution of smaller Rtrue to larger ones, the drift radii distribution has a dip at
Rdrift ≈ 0. If for any reason these effects do not average out over a large number of
hits along a track, c the resulting Rtrack distribution could to some extend still show
such a dip at small radii. Finally, the bias of the distribution for data towards negative
Rtrack may be connected to another asymmetry observed in test beam data, which will
be discussed in the next section.

cAs a matter of fact, it should be assumed that the fraction of hits passing a straw to the left of the
wire is equally large as the one passing it to the right, thus, the net systematic effect of too large drift
radii should be zero, although the track fit will have a larger χ2.
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Figure 8.5: Definition of left and right wire sides for the CTB setup.

8.1.3 Left-Right Asymmetries

Considering an ideal straw tube with the wire exactly in place, the observed mean ToT
drawn against the distance of closest approach should be symmetric with respect to
the side of the wire on which the particles passed the straw tube. Even the effects
of unavoidable random variations in manufacture within the defined tolerances would
vanish as soon as an average value for all straws is calculated, since there should be an
equal chance for a displacement of the sense wire in any direction. Nevertheless, it can
already be noticed from figure 8.3 that the profiles for data are not exactly symmetric
with respect to the sign of Rtrack.

Speaking of left-right asymmetries for Combined Test Beam data, it has to be clari-
fied first how left and right is defined for the straw tubes. For the test beam the straws
of the TRT were oriented along the z-axis and the beam incidence was along the x-axis
(see also chapter 3). The latter can also be assumed for the particle tracks themselves,
as the beam has little divergence. d If under this conditions a straw is divided in two
equal half spaces by a plane parallel to the x-z-plane, a positive and negative Rtrack
correspond to straw crossings in the upper and lower half-space, respectively, as shown
in figure 8.5 . Thus, the terms left and right in this case mean below and above the wire.

The observed asymmetries in the profiles of figure 8.3 can be analysed in more
detail by treating the ToT-Rtrack relation separately for each module of the TRT. At
the Combined Test Beam altogether 6 modules in two of the identically structured
φ-sectors have been used. As was introduced in chapter 2, the innermost modules
are called type-1 modules followed by type-2 modules in the middle layer and type-3
modules in the outermost part of the barrel TRT. Unfortunately, not all modules were
hit by the beam at all momenta and for the same B-field setting, as was shown in
figure 7.1 on page 62 . In order to obtain the ToT-Rtrack relation module by module
for runs without B-field, low energy runs have to be used for the low φ-sector and high
energy runs for the upper one. Since the B-field basically bends the beam from one
φ-sector into the other, the above order of φ-sector and energy group has to be reversed
for B-field runs.

As a representative example figure 8.6 on page 80 shows the obtained ToT-Rtrack re-
lations for the six TRT modules and two chosen runs without B-field at 3GeV (run 2098)

dFor runs with B-field the approximation is not as good as for runs without B-field (see figure 7.1).
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and 20GeV (run 2397). The ToT distributions versus Rtrack were done in a way that
the legs for negative Rtrack, i. e. below the wire, were mirrored to positive Rtrack, in
order to allow for a direct comparison. Negative and positive Rtrack are shown by open
and filled circles, respectively.

From the figures it can be deduced that the asymmetries in the ToT-Rtrack dis-
tributions are indeed module dependent. First of all it is observed that the modules
apparently feature different gas gain levels, since the profiles own different maximum
values, especially for the upper φ-sector. This has been neglected for the subsequent
analysis, as well as run-by-run corrections (see section 8.2). Furthermore, a track passes
several modules and therefore the effect will probably be rather small. However, for fu-
ture analysis a module dependent gas gain correction should be considered.

Concerning the lower φ-sector it can be found that modules one and three show
almost no asymmetry while for module two the profile for negative distances to the
wire overshoots significantly in the region Rtrack>1mm. The figures on the right hand
side in figure 8.6 show the ToT-Rtrack distributions for the upper φ-sector modules.
While module one appears to be free of asymmetries, modules two and three feature
more pronounced differences for negative and positive legs of the distributions than the
corresponding modules in the lower φ-sector of up to 200µm. The general behaviour
of the profiles for negative and positive Rtrack seems to be that the two distributions
merge for smaller |Rtrack| and diverge for larger ones. Hence, the distributions are not
simply shifted against each other. Regarding the range of R & 2mm, in many cases
the legs seem to have a very similar shape but appear to be shifted horizontally and
vertically.

It can be considered possible that the observed asymmetries are caused by relative
wire or straw tube displacement. Since the straws are oriented parallel to the ground,
gravity could give rise to differently pronounced wire sagging, if the straw tension for
some reason is lower in certain parts of the detector. The wire tensions have been
measured and validated for all the modules before assembly, but once the modules
are installed further inspections are impossible. Mechanical deformations could induce
decreased wire tensions and potentially cause wire sagging due to gravity. Another
possibility is that the wires are in place within the specifications but that the straw
tubes themselves are bent. In principle this should be prevented by the support and
divider frames inserted in regular distances along the straw tubes (see figure 2.3b on
page 16) but also in this case mechanical deformations may lead to displacements.
Hardware experts consider this second scenario the most probable one.

In a simple geometric consideration (see figure 8.8 on page 82 for illustration),
assuming that the ToT is roughly proportional to the difference in the drift radii for the
first and last cluster arriving at the wire (R(r)−r in the figure), it can be shown that
the ToT is larger for the lower half space of the straw, if the wire is shifted upwards.
This would be in agreement with the fact that the profiles for negative distances always
overshoot those for positive ones. If the wire is shifted upwards, relatively to the straw
tube, in fact, it must be the straw which is bent downwards. Still, one should be
aware that a displaced wire or straw tube will cause the electric field in the straw to
lose its radial symmetry. The effects arising from an asymmetric field may be more
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(c) 3GeV, module 2, lower φ
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(d) 20GeV, module: 2, upper φ
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(e) 3GeV, module 3, lower φ
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(f) 20GeV, module: 3, upper φ

Figure 8.6: Left-right asymmetries in the six TRT modules for runs without B-field.
Left hand sides: 3GeV run 2098, electrons, lower φ-sector. Right hand sides: 20GeV
run 2397, electrons, upper φ-sector. For direct comparison negative Rtrack (open circles)
have been mirrored to positive Rtrack (filled circles).
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(a) 20GeV, module 1, lower φ
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(b) 3GeV, module 1, upper φ
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(c) 20GeV, module 2, lower φ
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(d) 3GeV, module: 2, upper φ
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(e) 20GeV, module 3, lower φ
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Figure 8.7: Left-Right asymmetries in the six TRT modules for runs with B-field. Left
hand sides: 20GeV run 2295, electrons, lower φ-sector. Right hand sides: 3GeV run
2114, electrons, upper φ-sector. For direct comparison negative Rtrack (red open circles)
have been mirrored to positive Rtrack (filled circles).
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Figure 8.8: Difference in drift radii for the clusters with the shortest and largest distance
from the shifted wire, R(r)−r, for the lower and upper straw half space drawn versus
the distance of closest approach to the wire, r. A wire shift of δ = 100 µm upwards is
assumed, the dashed-dotted line is obtained for an unshifted wire.

complicated, e so that a simple geometric approach is not justified.
In the previous section the bias of the Rtrack distribution for data was noticed in

figure 8.4 on page 77 . Looking at figure 8.6d, for instance, the two minima at 1.8mm
and 2.1mm for the positive and negative branch indicate that the two asymmetries could
be of the same origin. A bias in towards negative Rtrack will also affect the ToT-Rtrack
relation and pull the positive and negative branches apart. For the time being it has
not been studied in how far the assumption of a wire displacement is compatible with
a biased distribution of Rtrack and if the latter is also module dependent. Performing
a module-by-module analysis for the Rtrack distributions, similar to the one presented
here for the ToT-Rtrack relationship, could clarify if the two asymmetries are correlated.

For the sake of completeness the module-by-module distributions for ToT-Rtrack
and B-field runs are shown in figure 8.6 on page 80 for electron events of two example
runs. The left hand side figures again show the lower φ-sector modules, this time for the
20GeV run 2295. Accordingly, the the right hand sides depict the profiles of the upper
φ-sector and the 3GeV run 2114. Things are clearly different, compared to the figures
for the runs without B-field. In the lower φ-sector the asymmetries are much worse for
modules one and three while the profile for module two appears to be more symmetric.
However, the shape of the profile has changed to an almost linear dependence. Changes
for the upper φ-sector are not as severe, but still visible. It should be noted that the
variations from run to run are larger for runs with B-field than for those without. Hence,

eFor instance, the drift times are likely to be different for different areas of the straw.
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figures 8.7a–f are not as representative for B-field runs as figures 8.6a–f for non-B-field
runs.

The reason for the B-field anomalies is not known yet and requires further stud-
ies. One possibility could be stray field of the test beam solenoid magnet which could
produce rather unpredictable discrepancies, due to the unknown and probably very
different field directions and strengths throughout the TRT.

8.2 Run-by-Run Variations

8.2.1 Gas Gain Stability

It could be observed in figure 8.3 that there are apparently some variations in the
absolute values of the ToT-Rtrack profiles at different momenta, i. e. different runs.
While the profiles for the full test beam Monte Carlo (FMC) and the digitisation stand-
alone simulation (DSS) are monotonously shifted to larger values, the data profiles show
a sudden fall-off between 9 and 20GeV, rising again for energies larger than 20GeV.
Most likely this is caused by gas gain variations. Since the gas gain stability is a crucial
point for dE/dx measurements, the development of the gas gain dependent on the run
number, was analysed.

For energies larger than 2GeV the dE/dx of electrons is constant to a good ap-
proximation (see figure 4.2). Hence, the electron distributions for ToT versus Rtrack
can be used to monitor the variations in gas gain. The peak positions of the profiles,
ToT(Rtrack = 0), was used as an estimator for the gas gain. The electron distribution
for each run without B-field was fitted by a polynomial around the peak area. Thus,
the peak position and its error are given by the constant of the polynomial and the
associated error. The reduced χ2 for the fits were below 1.3 in most cases. The results
of this procedure are depicted in figure 8.9 on page 85 . The runs are sorted by energy
from the left to the right and the labels are to be read as: energy[GeV]-[run number].
The fall-off between 9 and 20GeV can clearly be recovered in the figure, preceded by
a continuous rise from 1 to 9GeV with smaller variations between runs of the same
energy. For higher energies above 9GeV the overall development of the peak position
is again a rise but with more fluctuations for runs of the same momentum. A rough
estimate yields a variation of about ±3 % which, at a first glance, seems rather moder-
ate. The peak position of the profiles for the full test beam Monte Carlo in figure 8.3,
however, rise from 30 to 35 ns as the beam energy goes from 3 to 180GeV, meaning a
17% increase in ToT. Hence, assuming that the simulation describes the ToT increase
well, the run-by-run variations are about 18% of the total ToT variation due to dE/dx.
It is obvious that a gas gain fluctuation of this magnitude does not allow for dE/dx
measurements without corrections.

8.2.2 Comparison of B-Field and Non-B-Field Runs

Figure 8.7 indicates that there are significant differences in the ToT-Rtrack distributions
between runs with and without B-field. The differences between B-field runs and those
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without were studied in more detail. For this purpose the ToT-Rtrack distributions of all
runs at a given momentum are drawn on top of each other, including B-field and non-
B-field runs. An example is given in figure 8.10 on the facing page for 5GeV runs and
pion events. B-field and non-B-field runs are shown in red and black, respectively. The
profiles of the runs with the same B-field are in good agreement, yet, there is a larger
gap between the peak values for B-field and non-B-field runs and the distributions for
the B-field runs are significantly more shallow. Furthermore, the increased asymmetry
in the case of B-field runs is visible, although the profiles were calculated including all
the TRT modules. The presented behaviour at 5GeV is basically the same for all the
low energy runs up to 9GeV. Starting at 20GeV, the picture is a little different. The
separation between B-field and non-B-field runs in the peak region is still noticeable
but much smaller. Since the TRT is situated close to the magnet at the test beam,
the reason for the differences of B-field an non-B-field runs could be a stray field. As
mentioned before, the precise effects arising from this are difficult to predict, since the
field direction might be dependent on the particular location of the straws in the TRT.

Due to the observed anomalies for B-field runs in figures 8.10 and 8.7a–f, it was
decided to use only non-B-field runs for the dE/dx analysis discussed in the next section.

8.3 dE/dx Studies

8.3.1 Geometry Correction

8.3.1.1 Normalisation to the Traversed Length

Chapter 6 provided an in-depth discussion of the mean energy loss in a straw, 〈dE 〉,
dependent on the true distance of closest approach to the wire, Rtrue, using the TRT
detector simulation and Monte Carlo simulation datasets for single straw crossings. It
was shown that the originally expected proportionality between 〈dE 〉 and the traversed
length in the straw,

L = 2
√
R2

0 −R2
true , (8.1)

is significantly modified by the geometric constraints of the straw, the stochastic nature
of the ionisation process and the design of the readout electronics. The fact that not
all energy losses in the straw finally result in a notable signal causes an offset of the
〈dE 〉 (Rtrue) distribution at the straw radius, R0. Another modification of the depen-
dence on Rtrue is introduced by the rejection of high-threshold hits, effectively removing
events with energy losses in the Landau tail of the dE/dx distribution. The resulting
shape of 〈dE 〉 (Rtrue) was shown in figure 6.7 on page 52 . These modifications – in
particular the observed offset at R0 – transfer directly into a modified Rtrue-dependence
of the ToT, as discussed in section 6.4 .

Considering the results of the simulations and assuming that ToT∼dE, it can not
be expected that normalising the ToT to the traversed length in the straw by using
(8.1) will yield a sufficient correction. The result of this simple approach is given in
figure 8.11 on page 86, showing a profile of ToT/L (circles) for 5GeV pion events
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Figure 8.9: Peak position and associated error of the electron ToT-Rtrack profiles depen-
dent on the run number for non-B-field runs. The runs are ordered by energy.
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Figure 8.11: Profile of the ToT/L distribution (circles) and ToT/ 〈dE 〉 (Rtrue) for 5GeV
pions, only low-threshold hits of non-B-field runs were used. 〈dE 〉 (Rtrue) was determined
by fitting the profile for 〈dE 〉 with a polynomial in Rtrue.

without B-field and for low-threshold hits only. As expected, the distribution is not flat
throughout the complete R-range. The distribution has a maximum around Rtrack≈0
followed by two minima at Rtrack ≈±1.2mm. Since L tends to zero as Rtrack → R0,
while 〈ToT〉 tends to a constant value, the distribution is forced to diverge at the straw
radius Rtrack =±R0.

8.3.1.2 Normalisation to the Mean Energy Loss

The simulation studies of chapter 6 provide the possibility to determine the modified
dependence of 〈dE 〉 on Rtrue by fitting the corresponding profile with a polynomial
in Rtrue

〈dE 〉 (Rtrue) =
N∑
i=0

aiR
i
true . (8.2)

If ToT ∼ dE is valid and Rtrack is a sufficiently precise estimator for Rtrue, (8.2) can
be used to correct the ToT, instead of (8.1). The polynomial was chosen to be of the
degree N=6. The profile for the corrected ToT,

ToTc =
ToT(R)

const · dE (R)
, (8.3)

is depicted in figure 8.11 (squares). The constant in (8.3) was chosen in a way that
the maximum values of the two profiles in figure 8.11 are approximately the same, in
order to give a direct comparison between the correction methods. Apparently, the im-
provements are rather marginal. The profiles almost have the same shape, although the
divergence at the straw walls is slightly weaker for the one corrected with 〈dE 〉 (Rtrue).
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Even if the correction was satisfactory, (8.3) could probably hardly be used for a
correction of the ToT, since the exact shape of 〈dE 〉 (Rtrue) is dependent on βγ which
is by definition not known. Nevertheless, regarding figure 8.11 it becomes clear that
there are obviously additional effects to be corrected for. One of them is the difference
in the arrival times of the ionisation clusters which was discussed in section 5.4 and has
not yet been considered for a correction at all.

8.3.1.3 Geometry Correction by a Simultaneous Fit

A sufficient correction of the ToT for geometry can only be achieved if additional and
unknown effects are considered, apart from the dependence of the ToT on dE. Since
so far no model could be found which establishes a relationship

ToT (dE (Rtrue) , Rtrue, . . .) ,

and describes the data sufficiently well, the following ansatz was used to treat all effects
inclusively

〈dE 〉 ∼ L (8.4)

〈ToT〉 (Rtrue) ∼
〈
dE
dx

〉
· L · g(Rtrue) . (8.5)

(8.4) has proven to be not entirely correct but figure 8.11 suggests that the error made
by this assumption is rather small. Moreover, a βγ-dependence of 〈dE 〉 (Rtrue) would be
more than difficult to handle. (8.5) assumes that all deviations from the proportionality
between 〈ToT〉 and 〈dE 〉 can be described by a function g(Rtrue) which is dependent on
geometry only and implicitly takes care for all unknown effects. By rewriting (8.5) to

〈ToT〉
L

∼
〈
dE
dx

〉
· g(Rtrue) , (8.6)

it becomes clear that the profile for the normalisation to L in figure 8.11 is the desired
function g(Rtrue), multiplied by a factor which is directly proportional to dE/dx.

In order to verify these assumptions, the profiles for ToT/L are shown in figure 8.12
on page 89 for electrons, pions and muons at different energies, using the corresponding
events of all non-B-field runs at the particular energy. The figures on the left and right
hand side belong to the low and high energy setup of the test beam (see section 7.1),
respectively. The curves show clear separation between electrons and pions while pions
and muons are very close to each other, since they almost have the same dE/dx. The
profiles feature a very similar shape and the assumption of relatively scaled curves for
each particle type at the same energy appears to be justified.

However, some differences and discrepancies can be observed. The separation for
electrons and pions at low energies gets less with rising energy, as the pions move towards
the Fermi plateau of the Bethe-Bloch curve. In contrast, the separation does not vanish
for the high energy runs but appears to be even slightly larger as the beam energy
approaches 180GeV. Furthermore, the separation between pions and muons is generally
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larger for E > 9GeV. The reason for these inconsistencies could be the combination
of three effects. First of all, the run-by-run differences (see section 8.2) have not been
corrected for the distributions in figure 8.12. Depending on the amplitudes of the gas
gain variations and the relative frequencies of the particles of a particular type in the
different runs of the same energy, the profiles can be relatively shifted, increasing or
decreasing the separation. Secondly, there is an unknown fraction of protons present
in the beam for high energy runs, potentially causing impurities of the pion sample. f

Since protons have a lower dE/dx in the momentum region of interest, they would
diminish the mean values of the pion profiles and cause them to separate from the
muons. Finally, it will be shown later, that requesting low-threshold hits only most
likely does not remove all of the transition radiation hits, but leaving those which have
a large and broad signal but do not exceed the high-threshold. Accordingly, they would
shift the electron profiles towards higher values, increasing the separation to pions, since
the latter cause no or very little transition radiation.

An additional effect is visible in the peak region of the profiles around Rtrack ≈ 0.
While the shape of the peak is rather pointed for low energies it becomes significantly
broader with increasing energy, indicating that the profile shape is indeed dependent on
βγ. Also, it can be observed that the left-right asymmetries are more pronounced for
the high-energy profiles, causing higher mean ToT for negative values of Rtrack. This
can be understood by the fact that for runs without B-field the track of low and high
energy runs were basically measured in completely different detector parts.

Assuming that Rtrack ≈ Rtrue ≡ R, the geometry function g(R) in (8.5) can now be
obtained by using all ToT/L profiles at all energies and finding the parametrisation that
describes their shape best, minimising the overall χ2. In contrast to the distributions in
figure 8.12, particle inclusive profiles were used, i. e. one profile was created for electrons,
pions and muons together at each energy. According to (8.6), the resulting profiles are
scaled by an individual factor depending on the dE/dx and the relative frequencies of
the three particle types in the overall samples. The profiles at the 10 different energies
were fitted with the following functions

ĝj(R) = nj · g(R)

= nj · p0 + p1R+ . . .+ pNR
N

2
√
R2

0 −R2
j = 1 . . . 10 .

(8.7)

Here, p0 . . . pN are N+1 parameters of a polynomial of degree N , while the denominator
of (8.7) corresponds to the traversed length in the straw, L. The pi are the same for all
10 profiles and the fit will determine these parameters in a way that the overall χ2 is
minimised and only one common shape function g(R) is obtained. Hence, the additional
nj are free for each of the profiles and account for their different scaling. Furthermore,
the dimensions of the pi can be assumed such that g(R) is dimensionless.

In order to be able to fit a single function and to use a standard fitter algorithm,
the profiles were drawn side by side and an overall function was defined by performing

fFor low energy runs the beam was negatively charged, restricting the proton impurities to the high
energy runs (see chapter 3).
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Figure 8.12: ToT/L profiles for electrons (red squares), pions (blue filled circles) and
muons (open black circles) at different energies. Only events from runs without B-field
were used and high-threshold hits were rejected. The figures on the left and right hand
side correspond to the low and high energy setup of the test beam, respectively (see
chapter 3).
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p0 32.641± 1.280

p2 −15.896± 0.559

p3 −0.223± 0.009

p4 18.012± 0.436

p5 0.052± 0.002

p6 −17.458± 0.238

p8 10.365± 0.046

p10 −3.545± 0.013

p12 0.637± 0.007

p14 −0.046± 0.001

Table 8.1: Parameters pi for the fit of g(R) in (8.7). The individual normalisation
parameters nj were omitted.

an appropriate argument shift for each profile. A trial and error procedure yields a
polynomial degree of 14 and reveals that the powers 1, 7, 9, 11 and 13 can be omitted
for a good description by fixing the corresponding parameters to zero. At the same
time this improves the stability of the fit and reduces the number of parameters for the
shape to 10. Since the profiles show the above mentioned asymmetries, not all uneven
powers of g(R) can be discarded. It turned out that the fit is difficult to handle in the
areas near the straw walls. As a compromise between the quality of the fit and a loss
of hits on track near the straw tube walls, the fit range was restricted to |R|<0.95R0.
Thus, by this constraint on average less than 10% of the total number of valid hits
along a track are lost for the subsequent analysis

Figure 8.13 on the facing page shows the result of the simultaneous fit for the pro-
files at the 10 different energies. The solid curves are the different ĝj(R) functions,
featuring different normalisation but the same shape, which in turn is represented by
g(R). As expected, the description is better for some profiles than for others and the
fit significantly overshoots or undershoots the profiles in some regions, mostly near the
maximum or the two minima. Table 8.1 gives an overview of the parameter values
determined by the fit.

Once the parametrisation of g(R) ins known, the corrected ToT value, ToTc, should be
directly related to dE/dx and, according to (8.5), can be obtained by

ToTc =
ToT

L · g(R)
. (8.8)

Figure 8.14 on the following page shows the result of the applied correction for the
electron (red boxes), muon (black circles) and pion profiles (blue filled circles) of ToTc.
The distributions are presented at the same energies as for the profiles of ToT/L in
figure 8.12 . Except for the run at 2GeV the relative variation of 〈ToTc〉 with Rtrack is
within ∼6 %. It can be seen that the description is in general better for energies above
9GeV. In some cases the shape of the electron profiles is more or less different from
those of pions and muons. Slight deviations from each other had to be expected due
to the ignored βγ dependence of the profile shape and larger ones are possibly caused
by impurities of the samples. For instance, looking at table 7.1 on page 69, it can be
observed that at 2 and 9GeV the larger values of (Ntrue−Nest)/Ntrue, which was used
as a consistency check for the particle identification procedure, partly seem to coincide
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Figure 8.14: Profiles of ToTc for electrons (red squares), pions (blue filled circles) and
muons (open black circles) at different energies. The calculation of the ToTc values was
done using (8.8).
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with the deviations in the shape of the pion and muon profiles from the shape of the
corresponding electron distributions and the general deviations from the desired flat
distribution. However, comparing the profiles corrected by normalising the ToT to the
traversed length in the straw, L, with those obtained from the simultaneous fit, it can
be stated that the latter method yields the more appropriate description.

8.3.2 Formation of a dE/dx-Variable

The mean energy loss, 〈dE/dx〉, is by definition the result of multiple measurements
along a track. Thus, the individual measurements have to be combined to a dE/dx-
estimator. Since the probability distribution for dE/dx along a track typically has a
Landau shape, an arithmetic mean value of dE/dx would be strongly affected by the
rare and very large energy losses in the tails. In order to stabilise the mean and to
obtain a better resolution, the truncated mean method is often used, which neglects a
certain fraction of the largest and smallest energy losses.

The asymmetry of the distributions of ToTc for a particular track, however, is rather
moderate. Hence, in a first approach the mean value of the corrected ToT values is
taken as an estimator for dE/dx

〈ToTc〉 =
1
N

N∑
i=1

ToTc . (8.9)

The ToTc values are determined according to (8.8) while N denotes the number of
measurements along a track which for the presented method is the total number of hits
on a track less the high-threshold hits and another ∼10% of the hits that are lost due
to the restricted fit range of g(R).

More sophisticated methods of determining a track variable for dE/dx are likely to
replace this rather simple procedure in the future. One of the alternatives could be a
likelihood approach for ToTc and may yield better results. It should also be mentioned
that the general rejection of high threshold hits is an a priori truncation of the dE/dx
spectrum and is difficult to control. A better approach might be to use a track based
truncation instead, i. e. rejecting a certain fraction of the hits on a track due to their
large ToTc values, corresponding to the usual procedure of determining a truncated
mean. However this method would use at least a fraction of high-threshold hits due
to both, dE/dx and transition radiation, which was not the initial attempt. However,
it will be shown in the next section that the rejection of transition radiation hits by a
high-threshold hit veto seems to be unsatisfactory anyway and therefore will most likely
be dropped in the future.

8.3.3 Separation Power

The aim of dE/dx measurements is to identify particles, thus, the particle separation
obtainable with the presented method is the final and essential quantity of interest.
This section will concentrate on e/π-separation only.
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For Gaussian shaped electron and pion distributions of the separation variable – in
the presented case given by (8.9) – with mean values µe and µπ as well as spreads σe
and σπ the separation power at a given momentum, S(p), can be defined by

S(p) =
µe(p)− µπ(p)√
1
2 (σ2

e(p) + σ2
π(p))

, (8.10)

and corresponds to the difference in the mean values of the separation variable distri-
butions, weighted with a mean resolution

σ̂ =

√
1
2

(σ2
e + σ2

π) . (8.11)

In order to obtain S(p) for the available momenta, the distributions of the mean
corrected ToT, 〈ToTc〉, were obtained by applying (8.8) and (8.9) as discussed in the
previous section. The resulting electron and pion distributions for low and high energy
runs are shown in the figures 8.15 and 8.16 on pages 95 and 96, respectively. For
reasons of clarity, the associated muon distributions have been omitted in the figures.
The distributions were normalised to unity and a Gaussian fit was performed, in order to
determine µ and σ. The impact of tails on the fit is minimised by considering the peak
areas only. The obtained fit functions are drawn on top of the associated distributions,
also indicating the restricted fit range.

Significant tails towards large values of 〈ToTc〉 are visible in the electron distribu-
tions, in particular at high momenta. Since the tails get more pronounced with in-
creasing γ, they most probably originate from remaining contributions of low-threshold
transition radiation hits with large ToT. In contrast, the pion distributions have a very
Gaussian shape, even for the high energy runs.

A comparison between figures 8.15 and 8.16 once again confirms the absolute varia-
tion of the ToT values and the overall shift between low and high energy runs which was
already discussed in section 8.2 . The assumption that these variations are due to gas
gain fluctuations match well with the fact that the relative positions of the mean values
of the distributions for electrons and pions appear to be not affected. Apart from the
situation at 1GeV, the separation decreases continuously with rising momentum, com-
plying the expectation of converging Bethe-Bloch curves. The reason for the deviations
at 1GeV could be sample impurities, since the particle identification for the test beam
data is increasingly difficult at low momenta (see table 7.1 on page 69). Furthermore,
the data at 1GeV originates from a single run (see table A.3 in the appendix), thus, it
could simply be a maverick run.

The separation powers, S(p), calculated for the distributions at the different mo-
menta are summarised in table 8.2 on page 97 and given in units of σ̂. The specified
errors were obtained by error propagation, using the fit errors of µ and σ. Thus, they
do not imply error contributions due to the choice of the fit range and additional sys-
tematic effects. It should be noted that the separation power, as given in table 8.2, is a
figure of merit and obtained for normalised distributions. In practice, the relative frac-
tion of events is important, since typically a lot more pions than electrons are present
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Figure 8.15: 〈ToTc〉 distributions (normalised to unity) for electrons (hatched red) and
pions (solid blue) at 1–9GeV momentum. The continuous curves represent the Gaussians
fitted to the distributions around the peak area.
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Figure 8.16: 〈ToTc〉 distributions (normalised to unity) for electrons (hatched red) and
pions (solid blue) at 20–180GeV momentum. The continuous curves represent the Gaus-
sians fitted to the distributions around the peak area.
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8.3 dE/dx Studies

p in GeV S(p) in σ̂

1 1.371± 0.045

2 2.162± 0.017

3 2.043± 0.016

5 1.830± 0.013

9 1.626± 0.015

(a) low energy runs

p in GeV S(p) in σ̂

20 1.447± 0.016

50 1.270± 0.016

80 1.256± 0.015

100 1.216± 0.019

180 1.094± 0.014

(b) high energy runs

Table 8.2: Separation power S(p) in units of the mean resolution σ̂ for different particle
momenta.

in real data, making it difficult to cut on electrons with high efficiency and sufficient
purity. Additionally, tails in the distributions can degrade the separation performance
considerably.

Finally, figure 8.17 on the following page shows the measured separation powers
as a function of momentum and in direct comparison with the e/π separation power
resulting from a simulation done by M.Hauschild with the HEED programme. g The
simulation was performed for the TRT gas mixture and an average of 36 hits per track.
Based on this, a constant dE/dx resolution of 12% could be determined and was used
to obtain the separation power curves in the figure.

Apart from the measurement at 1GeV, which can be considered a maverick, the
data points seem to follow a smooth curve, starting with a separation of above 2 σ̂ at
2GeV and continuing with a slow decline to about 1.1 σ̂ at 180GeV. The dashed-dotted
line in the figure is drawn to make this clear and guide the eye but has no further
meaning. The 2GeV measurement shows a quite good agreement with the simulation.
For higher momentum, however, the separation is considerably larger than expected.
A value of more than one σ̂ at 180GeV can clearly be excluded for dE/dx processes
alone. Since the measurements are on a smooth curve (except for the measurement at
1GeV) and the discrepancies between simulation and data increase with momentum
and therefore with γ, the graph suggests that the differences are due to remaining
transition radiation hits which pull the mean corrected ToT of a track towards larger
values. Thus, the separation power would be a combined one of both processes, dE/dx
and transition radiation, especially at large momenta. The dashed-dotted line can be
assumed to merge with the simulation curve for small momentum, where transition
radiation plays a minor role.

Figure 8.17 again supports the conclusion that the rejection of high-threshold hits
does not have the desired effect and that a separation of transition radiation hits from
those due to dE/dx only is not possible. In contrast, the high-threshold veto is likely to
even truncate the relativistic rise by the removal of high values of ToT due to dE/dx,

gHEED is a program that computes in detail the energy loss of fast charged particles in gases, taking
δ-electrons and optionally multiple scattering of the incoming particle into account.
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Figure 8.17: e/π separation power in units of σ̂ (8.11) as a function of the particle
momentum for Combined Test Beam data (squares) and a simulation done by Michael
Hauschild with the HEED programme for the TRT gas, 36 hits per track and a constant
dE/dx resolution of 12%. The data point at 1GeV is considered a maverick. The
dashed-dotted line is drawn to guide the eye. For the simulation the π/K and K/p
separation power curves are also shown.
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Figure 8.18: 〈ToTc〉 versus βγ for electrons and pions. The distributions of figures 8.15
and 8.16 are visualised as box plots. Means and spreads of the distributions (black) were
obtained from the fits of the associated distributions (see the previous section).

diminishing the dE/dx performance. An alternative is to drop the high-threshold veto
and perform a combined dE/dx-TR analysis. In fact, transition radiation will only
modify the Bethe-Bloch curves for large βγ, thus, mostly for electrons, while the re-
jection of high-threshold hits affects it at all momenta. Moreover, considering the fact
that one motivation for energy loss measurements in ATLAS is the identification of slow
heavy charged particles, the high-threshold veto at a certain point will simply reject the
signal.

8.3.4 dE/dx Calibration

The measurement of dE/dx can be used for particle identification because the latter is
a function of βγ only

dE/dx = dE/dx(βγ) .

Once the βγ dependence of dE/dx is known, i. e. the energy loss in the detector is
calibrated by fitting a Bethe-Bloch curve to the measurement – e. g. using (4.6) on page
28 – it can be translated into a momentum dependent Bethe-Bloch curves (see also
figure 4.2 on page 28), since it is p=mβγc. Thus, the curves are shifted in direction
of p according to the mass, m, of the particle in question. A measurement of dE/dx,
complemented by a momentum measurement will yield a point in the dE/dx-p plain and
hypotheses tests can be performed, in order to assign the measurement to a particular
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Chapter 8. Combined Test Beam Analysis

(known or unknown) particle type.
A calibration of the energy loss in the TRT as a function of βγ, i. e. the determination

of the shape of the Bethe-Bloch curve and in particular of the relativistic rise, can only
be performed if a stable gas gain can be guaranteed. Several examples were presented
which show that for the Combined Test Beam data this is not the case. So far, gas
gain corrections have not been applied to test beam data. Nevertheless, a graph for
the uncorrected 〈ToTc〉 (βγ) shall be given here and is depicted in figure 8.18 on the
preceding page for a logarithmic βγ-axis. The electron (filled red) and pion (hollow
blue) distributions are drawn as box plots, illustrating their shape and the extensive
tails for large βγ. It can be seen that the βγ range of ∼10–106 is well covered by
the data. The means and spreads of the distributions which were determined from the
Gaussian fits in figure 8.15 and 8.16 are drawn on top of the box plots, in order to give
a better depiction of their βγ dependence. The shape of the relativistic rise, however,
can only be vaguely discerned when following the mean values of the pion distributions
from left to right (disregarding the very first one at βγ≈7) and shifting the high energy
data points by eye by about 0.15 ns/mm. The same shift can be applied to the electron
distributions, resulting in a slow rise with βγ for the pion data points, passing over to
an approximately flat plateau for the electrons.

Performing the run-by-run corrections mentioned in section 8.2 and possibly the
module-by-module corrections proposed in section 8.1.3 should largely eliminate the
observed fluctuations and will allow for the determination of the βγ dependence.
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Chapter 9

Summary

In this thesis the energy loss of particles in the ATLAS Transition Radiation Tracker
was measured, using the width of the signals induced in the drift tubes above a certain
threshold. For this purpose real data of the ATLAS Combined Test Beam was anal-
ysed and the measurements were complemented and compared with the results of both
customised and official Monte Carlo simulations.

A simulation of the energy loss of particles in single crossings of drift tubes was
carried out and the dependence of the mean energy loss in the drift tubes on the distance
to the sense wire was studied. It was shown that the assumed proportionality between
the energy loss and the traversed length in the drift tube is significantly modified by the
geometrical constraints of the straw tube, the random nature of the ionisation process
and the characteristics of the front-end electronics. Furthermore, the dependence of the
Time-over-Threshold on the particular procedure of obtaining it from the raw data was
examined. It could be found that the currently used method results in a systematic
overestimation of the Time-over-Threshold and is considerably affected by noise.

Calibration samples of electrons, pions and muons were obtained from Combined
Test Beam real data, using the information of other ATLAS sub-detectors. A compari-
son between real data and simulations was presented, showing that the basic properties
of the Time-over-Threshold as a function of the distance to the sense wire are well de-
scribed by the simulations. Additionally, systematic effects in the Time-over-Threshold
distributions were analysed. The latter show considerable asymmetries with respect to
different sides of the drift tubes and to the particular detector parts.

A method for the correction of the Time-over-Threshold for its dependence on the
distance from the sense wire was developed, using a simultaneous fit of this relation
for different particle momenta. The resulting distributions for the Time-over-Threshold
were shown to be independent of the distance from the wire within ±6 % variation at
most momenta. The result enabled for the formation of a track-based variable for dE/dx
measurements, rejecting signals passing a dedicated threshold and therefore being likely
to originate from transition radiation.

The electron-pion separation power was determined as a function of the particle
momentum for the Combined Test Beam data, yielding a separation of more than 1σ
at momenta of 1–180GeV. This was shown to be considerably larger than the expected
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separation from theory which is most likely caused by remaining transition radiation
hits. Finally, it was revealed that the dE/dx measurements are significantly governed
by run-by-run variations and that a parametrisation of dE/dx as a function of βγ is
not possible without corrections.
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variable name C++ data type meaning/remarks

sim_Trt_dE float total energy loss in keV

sim_Trt_R float true distance of the track to
the wire in mm

sim_Trt_digit int data word of the electronics
output

sim_Trt_HL int high-threshold flag for the
full 75 ns sequence

sim_Trt_timeoverthr float[24] Time-over-Threshold in ns,
type ToTs

sim_Trt_timeoverthr_2 float[24] Time-over-Threshold in ns,
type ToTCTB

sim_Trt_timeoverthr_3 float[24] Time-over-Threshold in ns,
type ToTp

sim_Trt_highthr int[3] high-threshold flags for the
three 25 ns blocks

sim_Trt_islands int number of islands in bitpat-
tern

sim_Trt_bits int[27] all 27 bits in the data word

sim_Trt_LTbits int[24] all 24 low-threshold bits

sim_Trt_cosTheta float cosine of angle between ac-
tual incidence and perpen-
dicular incidence

sim_Trt_lowThreshold float actual low-threshold setting
for straw

sim_Trt_relNoiseAmpl double relative noise amplitude for
straw in eV

Table A.1: ROOT-ntuple variable names and their meanings for the digitisation stand-
alone simulation samples.
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run E [GeV]
B-field

current [A]
additional
material Nrun Nπ Ne Nµ

2101 1 0 no 20000 10000 10000 0
2115 2 0 no 20000 10000 10000 0
2164 2 0 no 20000 10000 10000 0
2118 2 -200 no 20000 10000 10000 0
2149 2 -200 yes 20000 10000 10000 0
2098 3 0 no 20000 10000 10000 0
2162 3 0 yes 20000 10000 10000 0
2114 3 -300 no 20000 10000 10000 0
2147 3 -300 yes 20000 10000 10000 0
2097 5 0 no 20000 10000 10000 0
2163 5 0 no 20000 10000 10000 0
2106 5 -500 no 20000 10000 10000 0
2151 5 -500 yes 20000 10000 10000 0
2103 9 0 no 20000 10000 10000 0
2139 9 0 yes 20000 10000 10000 0
2107 9 -850 no 20000 10000 10000 0
2150 9 -850 yes 20000 10000 10000 0
2397 20 0 no 20000 10000 10000 0
2305 20 0 yes 20000 10000 10000 0
2446 20 -850 no 15000 10000 5000 0
2297 20 -850 yes 13972 10000 3972 0
2410 50 0 no 15000 10000 5000 0
2291 50 0 yes 10000 5000 5000 0
2400 50 -850 no 15000 10000 5000 0
2292 50 -850 yes 10437 10000 437 0
2454 80 0 no 13748 9607 4141 0
2452 80 -850 no 9052 5000 4052 0
2398 100 0 no 6657 5000 1657 0
2249 100 0 yes 8617 5000 3617 0
2399 100 -850 no 4933 3354 1579 0
2245 100 -850 yes 6580 3297 3283 0
2461 180 0 no 10000 5000 5000 0
2217 180 0 no 6533 4518 2015 0
2463 180 -850 no 3839 2012 1827 0
2195 180 -850 yes 5803 3977 1826 0
2498 180 0 no 4526 2498 2028 0
2224 180 0 yes 6528 4510 2018 0

Table A.2: Overview of the used Combined Test Beam Monte Carlo simulation datasets.
Except for some runs the test beam real datasets are fully complemented by electron and
pion Monte Carlo samples. For comparison and an explanation of the table structure
see table A.3.
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run E [GeV]
B-field

current [A]
additional
material Nrun Nπ Ne Nµ

2101 1 0 no 110000 1267 6992 125
2115 2 0 no 70622 2314 16002 242
2164 2 0 no 120000 1739 6581 157
2118 2 -200 no 90000 2490 6310 69
2149 2 -200 yes 50000 967 1331 22
2117 2 0 no 120000 3891 26434 338
2099 2 0 no 160000 1823 13074 178
2098 3 0 no 120000 7647 26650 13
2162 3 0 yes 90000 4467 7882 10
2114 3 -300 no 110000 7708 10187 40
2147 3 -300 yes 40000 2358 1277 5
2097 5 0 no 110000 14035 24592 625
2163 5 0 no 130000 15318 13674 693
2106 5 -500 no 110000 15893 3231 6
2151 5 -500 yes 60000 10186 0 15
2103 9 0 no 160000 44910 11787 1607
2139 9 0 yes 50000 11743 3559 519
2107 9 -850 no 60000 18780 1576 155
2150 9 -850 yes 70000 21021 3 195
2397 20 0 no 60000 1491 29714 202
2305 20 0 yes 20000 498 3974 65
2446 20 -850 no 45794 1520 13781 54
2297 20 -850 yes 30000 644 3247 18
2396 20 0 no 41300 7173 44 1182
2300 20 0 yes 45200 1121 8154 128
2439 20 -850 no 45796 982 14561 42
2295 20 -850 yes 50550 1177 5308 58
2410 50 0 no 100000 6174 41924 646
2291 50 0 yes 60000 3739 9677 382
2400 50 -850 no 80000 4704 29113 480
2292 50 -850 yes 44560 2489 6557 232
2454 80 0 no 142360 8672 55493 1571
2452 80 -850 no 100000 5748 38271 1226
2398 100 0 no 60000 2860 21908 3000
2249 100 0 yes 56676 2295 8104 2600
2399 100 -850 no 80000 3754 27870 4310
2245 100 -850 yes 80000 4139 13219 4252
2433 150 100 no 27219 4 0 11038
2434 150 100 no 29486 3 0 11476
2461 180 0 no 60000 15765 8064 3736
2217 180 0 no 60000 15803 0 2680
2463 180 -850 no 80000 21327 9664 4543
2195 180 -850 yes 55537 11956 4503 7124
2462 180 -850 no 170000 45043 20279 9527
2498 180 0 no 70000 17711 9616 6153

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

run E [GeV]
B-field

current [A]
additional
material Nrun Nπ Ne Nµ

2224 180 0 yes 60000 17175 1607 4036
2512 180 -850 no 18245 4447 2194 308
2728 350 100 no 60000 21 0 14098
2730 350 100 no 60000 37 0 14123
2731 350 100 no 30494 15 0 7119

Table A.3: Overview of the used Combined Test Beam real datasets. Run numbers
without first three digits (210), energies in GeV, magnet coil current in Ampère. Usage
of additional material in the Inner Detector is indicated with yes or no. Nrun is the total
number of events in the run, Ne, Nπ and Nµ the events identified as of the particular
particle type. For a documentation of the generation of calibration samples for analysis
see section 7.4 .
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variable name meaning

trk_nTracks number of global tracks in event

trk_nTracksTRT number of tracks in the TRT

trk_nTrtHits number of TRT hits on track

cl_nc_tb_em number of clusters in LAr

cl_phi_tb_em φ and η of LAr cluster
cl_eta_tb_em

cl_eemb0_tb_em energy deposit in LAr presampler eemb0 and
the three samplings eemb1. . . eemb3cl_eemb1_tb_em

cl_eemb2_tb_em
cl_eemb3_tb_em

sADC_C2 counts of the beamline Čerenkov detector

sADC_muTag beam line scintillator signal amplitude

cl_nc_topo number of clusters determined by topo algo-
rithm

cl_eta_topo φ and η of topo cluster
cl_phi_topo

cl_etileb0_topo energy deposit in the three tile samplings
etileb0. . . etileb2, determined by topo algorithmcl_etileb1_topo

cl_etileb2_topo

LArMuncand number of muon candidates

LArMuenergy energy deposited in tile by muon candidate

LArMunStripCells number of strip cells
LArMunMiddleCells number of middle cells

Table A.6: Variables of the Combined Test Beam datasets used for the formation of
separation variables for particle identification.
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